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Welcome to the Spring edition of the newsletter. Right
now, beautiful riding weather—hopefully we will be able
to get out and about with more rides becoming available
as we move forward.
We have had two rides since the last newsletter and
then the sport was closed down again.
Congratulations to everyone involved with The Rock
and Roseberg in managing to get their rides up and
running with the health restrictions that were current at
the time. Massive effort.
Unfortunately the rest of the rides for August and September had to be cancelled but at the time
of going to print there is the possibility of some Intermediate rides being held on a Zone by Zone
basis during September. Of course, nothing may happen because the rules seem to change on
an almost daily basis.
Fingers crossed that our rides can start again in October and continue on through to the end of
the year.
Once again thank you to everyone who has contributed to this newsletter. More great articles for
you to read during this somewhat trying time. Due to the lack of rides, without your continued
contributions, we wouldn’t have much of a newsletter.
Front Cover: Jill Kalkman riding Who Dat Star with Claire Venn riding Miss Muppett giving each
other the COVID 19 elbow. Both successful in the 20k social ride at The Rock. Another great
photo courtesy of Animal Focus
Cover design: Henley Design.
Editor: Helen Rich
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President’s Report
Bloody Corona virus, just when we thought things were
finally getting back to some reasonable amount of
normality BOOM, a letter from the NSW Chief Health
Officer to the NSW Office of Sport dated Monday 17th
August.
Point one: Cease activities that result in the mixing of
participants and staff from different regions, for example by
ceasing zone, regional or state championships or
competitions.
Point two: Cease any activities that result in overnight
stays (e.g. multi-day training camps) due to increased risk
of COVID transmission in residential-type settings with
shared facilities.
In the opinion of the NSW SMC executive committee, a
decision had to be made very quickly as the Mountain
Lagoon ride was to be held on the 22nd & 23rd August the
following weekend, after an emergency teleconference
with the Mountain Lagoon ride organisers the Executive made the decision to go along with the health
recommendations and suspend all competition for the period of 6 weeks.
This is not what we wanted I can assure you, but with our insurance company only agreeing to continue the
insurance as long as we abide by the Health Department recommendations. Without insurance we cannot
continue to run rides.
Rest assured our committee will continue to monitor the situation closely, hopefully we will be able to
continue in October, Covid 19 permitting.
On a good note - at this time all rides scheduled for the rest of the season are still preparing to go ahead
maybe with some changes but they will continue to prepare.
Please everyone stay safe, continue training to keep your horses prepared for a restart in October.
Cheers Tony

Websites where you can obtain up to date information on current restrictions.
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covidhttps://www.nsw.gov.au/covid
https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.equestrian.org.au

NSW ERA
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Until further notice, all meetings are held via tele conference
At the time of going to print there are no scheduled NSW SMC meetings.
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New Members
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

ADDRESS

CATEGORY

Essy

Mountford

PANUARA

Senior

Vic

Alran

GUM FLAT

Senior

Nadine

Cooper

WANDANDIAN

Senior

Scarlet

Galvin

HOLBROOK

Junior

Andrea

Grimmond

TYAGARAH

Senior

Lisa

Newton

WARILLA

Senior

Chloe

Hayden

BOWNA

Senior

Alexandra

Watson

GUNDAROO

Senior

Anita

Spencer

WILLOW TREE

Senior

SMC Notice
It has come to the attention of the State Management Committee that unauthorised
persons have been going out onto ride courses without first obtaining permission.
I would like to draw your attention to the following from our rule book:“35.2 Whilst the ride is in progress, support personnel are not permitted on the
course or at course checkpoints, except for rendering assistance as permitted by
Clause 35.1 (a), (c) and (d) and then, only if permission has been given by the
Chief Steward beforehand".
This rule basically falls under the category of outside assistance and cases can be
brought against riders that may lead to disqualification. Except in exceptional
circumstances there is no reason for people to be on course.
John Howe.
NSW ERA SMC
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Ride Preview

Glen Innes Endurance Inc.- Ride the Range
Sunday 4th October 2020
Come “Ride the Range” with us on the October long weekend.
Due to covid19 restrictions we have elected not to have a 40km ride on the Saturday and to only have a
40km and an 80km ride on Sunday. Pre nomination is essential.
The ride will be based at Red Range Sports Ground which has good amenities – hot showers and flushing
toilets. There will be no canteen as such but our excellent Coffee Van Man will be in attendance with lots of
hot drinks, cold drinks, sandwiches etc and brekky rolls on Sunday morning.
Entry Fees are
$ 70.00 for the 40km (plus day membership of $15.00 if you are not a member),
$120.00 for the 80km
$110.00 for Juniors.
The 80km course will be 3 legs 30, 30, 20 great for novice horses and riders, and the course will be over
good gravel roads and some stock routes.
Spring in the New England Highlands is a great time for an Endurance Ride – cool mornings and warm
days.
Water for horses will not be a problem but we suggest you bring your own drinking water as the available
water is from a bore.
Biosecurity for both horse and rider and their strappers will be strictly adhered to. Riders and their teams are
asked to practice social distancing and all other Covid19 Precautions.
Horse Biosecurity is as follows:
3 day temperature log for all horses but those from Hendra areas must be vaccinated.
You will not be allowed onto the grounds unless the appropriate bio security forms have been presented
and checked.
The grounds will not be open until Saturday morning.
If you wish to camp overnight on Sunday then it would be appreciated if you can advise us on entry.
Contact the Club on gleninnesenduranceinc@gmail.com or our look on our Facebook page for more
information.

The winners in the latest
volunteers draw:
Chief Steward award $100.00 – Tom
McCormack
Volunteers award - $50.00 –


Ellen Vine



Kirsty Meek



Allan Caslick
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National Capital ‘Brookvale’ Ride
10–11 October
2020
The ACT Endurance Riders Association will host a 80k, along with
53km (40km + 13km) Elevator Ride, 40km, 20km and 13km rides on
Sunday 11 October at ‘Brookvale’ on the outskirts of Canberra (subject
to COVID-19 restrictions).
Course: The traditional 80km is a challenging ride through Brindabella National Park and private bushland
in the 1st leg (40km). The 53km ride and shorter distance rides traverse Uriarra and Sherwood Forests,
offering views of the surrounding areas and generally good underfoot. All rides are a mix of dirt and forest
trails with undulating hill climbs and some rocky patches. The new 40km (2nd leg) course has been
designed to offer less maximum elevation than previous years but still has some hills.
Admin: All 80km, 53km and 40km riders must enter and vet on Saturday. Day riders for the 22km and
13km rides may enter and vet on Saturday preferably, or EARLY Sunday morning from 7.00 am onwards
but must be ready to ride 30 minutes before ride starting times to attend the mandatory pre-ride talks.
All necessary health regulations for COVID-19 will be followed and enforced throughout the weekend.
Please remember to bring your paperwork with you: Entry forms, Horse Health Declarations, PIC number,
2020 membership card etc.
Bookings will be online only (no entries on the day). Entries will open closer to the date. Information will be
provided on the ACTERA and NSWERA websites. Follow the ACTERA Facebook page updates.
Sunday Rides
80km (2 x 40km)
53km Elevator (40km +
13km)
40km Intermediate
22km Introductory
13km Introductory

Entry fees
$125 (no junior fee or day
membership fee)
$75 ($90 in total including
day membership)
$70 ($85 in total including
day membership)
$55 ($65 in total including
day membership)
$50 ($55 in total including
day membership)

Ride details * (Start times may change subject to conditions on the day)
Ride starts at 5.00 am on Sunday (vetting on
Saturday only)
Ride starts at 8.00 am on Sunday (vetting on
Saturday only)
Ride starts at 8.30 am on Sunday (vetting on
Saturday only)
Ride starts at 9.30 am on Sunday (vetting on
Saturday or early Sunday)
Ride starts at 10.00 am on Sunday (vetting
on Saturday or early Sunday)

Don’t’ forget: Snowy Zone or ACTERA members receive a $5.00 discount off your entry fee!
Ride base: Brookvale is a no-frills campsite in a picturesque valley with a fresh water creek running
through it. Facilities are basic, with bush and hire toilets and horse water available.
Canteen is the amazing Snax onTrax café available from afternoon tea on Saturday till Sunday afternoon.
Every kind of coffee and tea and shakes with snacks of course and dinner Saturday night
You will need to bring your own drinking water. If you have to bring your dog, please keep Fido on a
lead at all times. Strictly no dogs in or near the vetting area.
Directions: The ‘Brookvale’ property is located at 372 Mountain Creek Road, off Uriarra Road about 30
minutes from Canberra. The ride base is located 1.5km off Mountain Creek Road along Doctors Flat
Road. There will also be signage from Uriarra Road, Canberra. DO NOT approach the Brookvale ride
base from the Wee Jasper or Brindabella National Park ends due to locked gates/4WD access only.
For further details go to the ACTERA Facebook page, ACTERA website at www.actera.org.au . Contact us
via email at ACTEndurance@outlook.com ; blakesheaven@bigpond.com or phone Fia on 0401999473.
Come and enjoy the friendly atmosphere and bush scenery at Brookvale!
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MATAR STABLES BULLIO CUP
30 & 31 October, 1 November 2020

In order to include a 100km CEI One Star ride, Canobolas Endurance Riders Club has modified the 120km
AERA Event to be run as an elevator ride. AERA riders will have the option to retire at 100kms. This is to
satisfy the AERA/NSWERA Point Score requirements.
The 120km CEI Two Star Ride, the 100km CEI One Star and the AERA 80km (buckle only) ride will be run
as stand alone events. The Intermediate and Introductory rides remain unchanged.
EVENT

FEES

START TIME (Subject to Change)

120KM CEI Two Star Standalone Event

0100 (1am) Saturday 31st October

AERA 40km Intermediate

$300 Open/
Youth
Adult $200
Junior $180
$250 Open/
Youth
Adult $115
Junior $95
$60 **

AERA 20km Introductory

$40 **

0900 Saturday 31st October

AERA 5-10km Introductory

$20 **

0930 Saturday 31st October

AERA Elevator 120km (option to retire at
100km)
100km CEI One Star Standalone event
AERA 80km (Buckle Only) Standalone event

0100 (1am) Saturday 31st October
0100 (1am) Saturday 31st October
0400 (4am) Saturday 31st October
0730 Saturday 31st October

** Day Membership subsidised by CERC
Important Dates & Times – (Subject to Change)
Tuesday
6th October
Friday
23rd October
Sunday
25th October
Wednesday
28th October
Thursday
29th October

0900 (9am)

Midnight

NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR ALL EVENTS VIA MANEHUB AT
www.bullio.net
AERA Early Bird Fees cease at midnight. After this date, all AERA
entries will attract a $30 late fee
NOMINATIONS FOR ALL EVENTS CLOSE

1200 (12pm)

Ride Base opens

Friday
30th October

1000 –
0430
1400 –1630

Midnight

1800

PRE RIDE VETTING FOR ALL ENDURANCE & INTERMEDIATE
HORSES.
(Introductory horses can vet also, or at 7am Sat 31st Oct)
PRE RIDE TALK FOR ENDURANCE & INTERMEDIATE RIDES
ALL EVENTS WILL BE RUN DURING THE COURSE OF
SATURDAY 31ST OCT
Happy Hour & Post Ride Dinner (COVID-19 restrictions permitting)

0800 (8am)

Best Conditioned Horse Judging

0900

PRESENTATIONS (COVID-19 restrictions permitting)

1700 (5pm)
Saturday
31st October
Sunday
1st November

FULL REFUNDS FOR ALL RIDES WILL BE PAID UP TO
MIDNIGHT
Cancellations to be advised via email to acabailey@gmail.com only,
ie no phone calls, SMS or Messaging will be acknowledged as it may
be missed.
Secretarial Office open to process entries

Entry Information 
Nominations and payments for all events will only be accepted via Manehub at www.bullio.net


Have all documents completed and signed prior to coming to the Secretarial Office.
There will be no pens available at the Secretarial office in accordance with our COVID-19 Safety Plan.



Have your COVID-19 declarations completed to be collected at the front gate.
Temperatures will be taken prior to entry.
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CEI One Star & Two Star riders wishing to change the CEI event entered or add reserve horses and
riders to their entries must notify the Ride Secretary at acabailey@gmail.com by 25th October so that
qualifications can be verified with Equestrian Australia (FEI).
Changes from CEI* to CEI** will be not be accepted at the event unless horses and/or riders have
been verified by EA/FEI.
Any refunds will not be processed until after the event
If there is payment to be made for these changes, please have correct monies



AERA riders wishing to make changes can notify the Ride Secretary at acabailey@gmail.com or do
so at the ride providing there has been a nomination made for an event.
Any refunds will not be processed until after the event
If there is payment to be made for these changes, please have correct monies



Dinner tickets (two courses) are $20 per head and can only be purchased via Manehub.
Tickets to be picked up at the Secretarial office at pre-ride entry.
Depending on COVID-19 restrictions at the time of the event, the dinner may be served as take
away from the Caterer.

Course & Vetting Information –







The winner of the Matar Stables Bullio Cup will be the first successful Open, Middleweight or
Heavyweight or rider, completing 120kms.
120km **, 120km Elevator, 100km * and AERA 80km rides will all be run under Vet Gate Into Hold
procedures.
Intermediate & Introductory rides will be run as a single leg under AERA 30 minute vetting
procedures.
Only Introductory horses may complete their entries and pre ride vetting prior to the event on
Saturday 31st October from 0700 (7am) – 0830 (8.30am).
All Endurance and Intermediate horses will complete their pre-ride entries and vetting on Friday, 30th
October.
Leg distances and hold times will be confirmed via social media and in the printed booklet that will be
handed out to entrants.

We have a COVID-19 Safety Plan which will be sent out with your confirmation nomination email or you can
go onto our website at www.bullio.net to make sure that you are fully conversant with what is required.
Please don’t hesitate to contact the Ride Secretary, Annette at acabailey@gmail.com for any information or
put your queries up on our Facebook page.
We look forward to welcoming you to the 2020 Matar Stables Bullio Cup.

Amy Galvin riding Wendell, successful in the 20km ride at The Rock Animal Focus.
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A tribute to my best friend Haydon Holmes NZ
11 December 2004 – 10 June 2020
This is not what I was expecting to have to write in this
newsletter – I still have a number of stories to tell and I
was debating on whether or not to continue – but I think
I will.
Each newsletter I will still contribute stories of my rides
with Haydon over the last few years to remember such
an amazing horse. We may not have reached our full
potential, but we still achieved a lot in my eyes. I think it
is worth sharing even if it encourages just one person to
give it a go. In the end we are not sure what happened
– Haydon had unexplained Colic at Christmas, then an
eye injury/abscess that took months to heal (but never
quite did – it didn’t react the way it was supposed to)
and then a heel abscess that did not behave as
expected culminating in 5 weeks of not being able to
walk – not responding to any veterinary treatments and
the infection spreading to the navicular, coffin bone and
tendon sheath. In the end, there was only one option as
much as it broke my heart. Below is a tribute which I
wrote for Haydon on my blog.
Thursday 11 June 2020 – the day is bleak. Overcast, foggy, misty rain and cold. It matches how I am
feeling. I cried as I walked down to the horse yards to feed them this morning – there was no Haydon there
to greet me – even the others were subdued. Star stood in his yard – in between Bandit and Herbert, trying
to take some of the pain away. You see, yesterday I had to lay my best friend to rest. It broke my heart to
do it, but we had no choice – Haydon was in too much pain and none of the treatments were working – he
hadn’t been able to walk properly for five weeks, had fought multiple infections and was wasting away from
the pain. He is now running pain free over the rainbow bridge with his old mate Comanche. I sat by his
grave and told him how much I love him and how I will miss him – I will treasure every little moment we had
together and have the most amazing memories of such a special horse. He was truly my heart horse – I feel
like part of my soul has been ripped out.
I am grateful I got to spend the last few hours of his life with him – we hung out, I groomed him one last time
and every time I cried, he would lick my hands or nuzzle my face – or just rest his beautiful big head on me.
I never thought I would have a bond with a horse like I did with that big goofball. It is something I will
treasure for the rest of my life.
I was with him when he passed – it was peaceful – no stress, no fear. I am eternally grateful to my
wonderful vet and my family for their support during this difficult time. I know they are all going to miss him
too. A double rainbow appeared as we were preparing – a sign I think that it was time.
I miss you like crazy
my beautiful friend –
rest easy. It was a
privilege and an
honour to have you in
our lives for nearly
eight years. It is going
to take some time to
get used to not
having you around. I
am sure Star, Herbert
and Bandit are
wondering where you
are too.
You will never be
forgotten.
Karen Hocking
Member 107726
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NSW STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
27TH - 29TH NOVEMBER 2020
BONDO FOREST, TUMUT
*****NEW DATE*****

Gather to the fray and venture from near and far to try your hardy horses in the foothills of the Snowy
Mountains.
The Tumut Endurance Club is pleased to announce we will still be hosting the 2020 NSW State
Championships on our new date in November.
We are working hard towards making this an outstanding event for all participants and the local Tumut
community, in the new Covid-19 world!
Each leg of the 80 & 160km rides will offer riders a bit of everything. There will be some hills, undulating
sections and some fast tracks where horse and rider can really open up.
There will be a nice variety of catering available on site and Tumut is a short 25 minute drive away for all the
essentials including horse feed.
We have pre booked some great vendors for our shopaholics, and invite anyone to contact us if you are
interested in having a stall to advertise/sell your products.
Please note:

Pre-nominations are essential and will be open on Manehub ahead of the event



Limited mobile reception at the ride base.



Dogs are allowed, but need to be on a lead and contained at all times.



Fires are allowed but need to be off the ground and in a drum/fire pit.



The ride base will be open from midday Wednesday 25 November



Horse and Human COVID declarations will be collected at the gate.


COVID Declaration for all persons on site.
Three day temperature log for those travelling from a low Hendra area.
Ten day temperature log for those travelling from a high Hendra area.
We have some great sponsorship packages available, for those wanting to get involved please contact
Bridget Maher (bridget88@live.com.au)
Please stay tuned to the NSW Website and the 2020 NSW State Championships Facebook Page for all the
information!
https://nswera.asn.au/events/nsw-state-championships.html
https://www.facebook.com/2020-NSW-State-Championships-Tumut-100829918053782/
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Selection of photos by Bridget Maher showing the beautiful scenery on offer in the Tumut area. Wet
your appetite for the upcoming NSW State ride.
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More photos by Bridget Maher showing the Tumut area of NSW
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My 2019
By Tahnaya Mercieca
My 2019 started off like any other endurance season.
I had the pleasure of starting the year with a beautiful ride at Sussex Inlet riding the beautiful Wickwood
Badira. She was like a dream boat, and absolutely amazing all day, allowing me to qualify her.
Before I knew it the second ride of the season quickly approached, in which I took my horse Henley Farm
Fursan to his first ride. It was a dream come true, with him passing through with flying colours. The next day
I was paired with the phenomenal Askaris Harmony. A big freight train of a horse with an even bigger heart.
This incredible horse not only carried me around Bumbaldry, but Table Top and the Tom Quilty, the
experience of a lifetime, and later that year attempting Shahzada.
This horse defied most odds. So many people told me there was no way she would make it around the
Quilty but that only fueled my fire to prove them wrong. She started the ride absolutely rearing to go - as
always. She surprised me every leg, only improving the further we got. I remember my last trot up perfectly.
Her breathing in my ear every step of the way up the trot out lane. I saw Noni Seagrim standing at the end
of the trot lane as I turned around. I began to have tears well up in my eyes. When I got the “YES” my eyes
flooded with tears, I hugged Noni and picked her up off the ground as I knew I had completed my goal! I
embraced Honey who was still ready to go, just like she had been when we started almost 18 hours before.
It was a little girl’s dream come true!
Back to Table Top I had the pleasure of taking Karabil Bullito aka Monty around his first 80km ride with
flying colours!
Another big goal I achieved in 2019 was qualifying my own horse Henley Farm Fursan and seeing him grow
and mature into an amazing horse! Not only that but another one of my horses, Henley Farm Burosh,
managed her first ride and I completed her first 80km on her, and boy did she give me the ride of my life. It
only made me love her more!
Coolinda Park Sheeza Doll with Kaitlyn and Tahnaya
At Windeyer I had the pleasure of taking
Mercieca – Mattar Stables Bullio Cup (Photo Sarah Sullivan)
Shellal Sugar Plum around an 80km ride.
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He was amazing all day, and pulled all the way through the
ride, with plenty left in the tank at the end!
To finish off an incredible year, I had the pleasure of being
head strapper for the Fieryrange team. Thus I was able to
strap Honey Bee for Noni Seagrim and assist with their win
at the Mattar Stables Bullio Cup. It was an experience of a
lifetime with a phenomenal rider and a phenomenal athlete.
As a strapper at this ride, I learnt so much from all my team
mates and their horses. To top it off I couldn’t be prouder of
my little sister for powering through the 120km ride on her
horse! I have never been prouder of her looking after her
horse.
I guess you could say 2019 was the dream year for me with
the dream team...

Tahnaya Mercieca and Henley Farm
Fursan (photo Animal Focus)

Tahnaya Mercieca and Askari’s Harmony
– Tom Quilty 2019 (photo Sarah Sullivan)
Remember you must put your PIC number on your ride entry forms. If you don’t have one, you can
download the Property Identification Code application and return it to your regional Local Land
Services office. If you require further information on PICs, you can view PIC landholders information
sheet (PDF), or PIC horses information sheet (PDF)

https://www.lls.nsw.gov.au/i-want-to/apply-for-a-property-identification-code
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Bullenbong @ The Rock – Review
On the 11th and 12th of July the quiet little village of The Rock once again witnessed a procession of horse
floats on their way to Bullenbong Hut for the re-start of Endurance Riding in NSW.
While the ever changing Covid-19 restrictions added to the stress for the newly formed ride committee
working to pull together an event at short notice, the event overall was a huge success and everyone was
delighted to be back in the saddle!
Some 162 entrants participated over both days in the five events on offer, with a fantastic 88% completion
rate over the weekend.
In the 80km Jenny Berg on Shellal Blue took home 1st Mwt in 4 hrs 29 minutes, Marty Moran 1st Hwt on
Coco Chanel in 5hrs 26 minutes, 1st Lwt Arabella Ward on Cedar Ridge Sentinal in 4hrs 36minutes, and
Line Honours /1st Junior went to Hannah Cossor on Newbury Illustraa’s Impact in 4hrs 22 minutes.
We would like to extend our deepest appreciation to all the sponsors of the event –













Farmalogic,
Headskinz,
FiberFresh Australia,
Performa Ride,
Berwick Endurance Stud,
Saddleworld Wagga Wagga,
Tallangatta Valley Endurance Riders,
Riverina Equine Balance,
S&B Photography,
Mattar Stables Bullio Cup,
Hi-Class Equestrian,
The Mobile GG Spot.

Please support those who support our sport!
Thank you to all volunteers and officials who generously gave up their time to allow the event to go ahead.
Huge thank you to Kiran Hosie – owner of the Bullenbong Hut grounds – for both the use of the grounds
and his tireless efforts to ensure the grounds were in the best shape possible.
We look forward to welcoming everyone back to Bullenbong in 2021!
The smile says it all!
Jane Paroissien and
Cherington Request,
aka Reggie,
successful in the
20k at The Rock.
Photo: Animal
Focus
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Emily Hill riding Belle (6hrs 35mins) with Brett Willis riding Tamboolou Beau Jangles in the 80k.
Eliza Webb riding Henley Farm Janazah, 6th LWT (6hrs 11 mins).
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Bev Turner riding Dane, 8th MWT with Marty Moran riding Coco Chanel, 1st HWT (5hrs 26 mins)
Monica Ballard riding Birrali Lawrence, successful in the 80k.
Photos: Animal Fcus
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Bianca Whitehead riding Tess with Zaydan Feltrin riding Tazman, both successful in the 20k.
Fia Hasko-Stewart riding Blake's Heaven Venus with Simone Murphy riding Blake's Heaven
Adventuress, = 3rd LWT (5hrs 19 mins) in the 80k.
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Ride Name: The Rock

Distance: 80.0km
Start Date: 12/07/2020
Ride Type: Endurance
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack

Heavyweight
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Marty Moran
Jolene Cole
Brian Swan
Andrew Jonkers
Tony Warren
Hannah Mitchell
Harrison Berg
Sam Peters
Maureen Zeschke
Stephen Deering
Kate Johnson
Scott Peters
Andrew Bailey

Middleweight
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Jenny Berg
Catherine Bailey
Ben Hudson
Tamara Gibson
Rodney Curry
Ian Curtis
Bev Turner
Naomi McGaffin
Leanne Hickson
Morgan Stapley
Shea Reynolds
Annette Bailey
Anne Lymbery
Ellen Vine Berwick
Jesse Buchan
Michele Ladmore
Rachel Reid
Wendy Riha
Sue Warren
Kylie Jonkers
Noni Seagrim
Peter Clark
John Symons
Brett Willis
Sharyn Coulston
Kate Gibson

Lightweight
1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Arabella Ward
Victoria Bice
Fia Hasko-Stewart
Simone Murphy
Jodi Dewick
Eliza Webb
Danielle Coulton
Alison Hegarty
Tiana Baldock
Kim Gaspari
Monica Ballard
Talea Hasko-Stewart
Tracy-Lee Cossor
Avril Cummins
Kimberley Hill
Leanne Holz
Chloe Hayden

Coco Chanel
Razorback Targaryen
Arabesque Abdul
Girilambone Comet
Razorback Darcy
Sahara Park Miss Rubicon
Meracious Shahjih
Castlebar Icon
Skyvictory
Anzac
Saphire
Crown Lodge Girlfriend
Twynham El Zephyr

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

5:26:55
6:03:01
6:07:13
6:20:43
6:40:36
6:50:32
7:04:27
7:15:16
7:35:41
7:35:54
8:04:03
Lame L2
Lame L1

31, 41, 48 (Avg:44)
30, 39, 43 (Avg:41)
33, 45, 51 (Avg:48)
29, 43, 41 (Avg:42)
37, 39, 41 (Avg:40)
35, 44, 48 (Avg:46)
31, 44, 50 (Avg:47)
30, 54, 46 (Avg:50)
32, 52, 47 (Avg:49)
33, 48, 52 (Avg:50)
37, 39, 38 (Avg:38)
48, 54, 53 (Avg:53)
32, 47 (Avg:47)

Shellal Blue
Razorback Annatole
Oso Florin
Oso Emelyne
Wyabalena Lodge Aflirt
Marat MA
Dane
Kelkette Park Faris
Regal Buddie
Oso En Garde
Oso Evita
Bullio Charlotte
Garonne Park Elmo
Red Princess
Mountain Ash Tabasco
Azale Aladdin
Aloha Sweet Brier
Bullio Gebreselassie
Razorback Flash
Girilambone Seedy Bub
Jubane Diva
Pinedale Zara
Bell Barry Blue Diamond
Tamboolou Beau Jangles
Castlebar Bazaar
Mahazin Wonderstruck

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

4:29:21
4:36:51
4:37:30
4:37:34
4:45:21
5:19:54
5:27:00
5:30:20
5:34:21
5:35:40
5:35:57
6:10:29
6:10:32
6:11:13
6:19:35
6:20:38
6:24:19
6:24:33
6:40:33
6:45:59
6:50:24
7:11:28
8:31:06
HR L2
W/D L1
Lame L1

35, 43, 48 (Avg:45)
30, 34, 44 (Avg:39)
31, 41, 41 (Avg:41)
33, 46, 51 (Avg:48)
34, 44, 48 (Avg:46)
34, 42, 48 (Avg:45)
28, 42, 46 (Avg:44)
32, 42, 43 (Avg:42)
30, 46, 54 (Avg:50)
36, 45, 51 (Avg:48)
31, 44, 53 (Avg:48)
29, 39, 38 (Avg:38)
34, 40, 49 (Avg:44)
36, 45, 41 (Avg:43)
29, 43, 51 (Avg:47)
46, 47, 53 (Avg:50)
32, 45, 50 (Avg:47)
33, 44, 43 (Avg:43)
34, 49, 49 (Avg:49)
35, 41, 40 (Avg:40)
36, 41, 43 (Avg:42)
35, 42, 50 (Avg:46)
38, 41, 47 (Avg:44)
32, 50, 61 (Avg:55)
41, 38 (Avg:38)
34, 41 (Avg:41)

Cedar Ridge Sentinal
Oso Diamond Dazzler
Blake's Heaven Venus
Blake's Heaven Adventuress
Wickwood Badira
Henley Farm Janazah
Castlebar What's The Goss
Dianna Prince
Botusa Park Jezabelle
Cooinda Park Willow
Birrali Lawrence
Blake's Heaven Bombora
Coolahlee Park Shaman
C-Biskit
Coolinda Park Snoozze
Henley Farm Fursan
Oso Dizzy

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4:36:57
4:37:24
5:19:49
5:19:49
6:08:41
6:11:16
6:11:21
6:17:37
6:17:58
6:19:04
6:19:24
6:19:28
6:24:11
6:31:12
6:36:11
6:41:49
6:45:58

33, 42, 46 (Avg:44)
32, 40, 44 (Avg:42)
31, 39, 41 (Avg:40)
34, 42, 46 (Avg:44)
37, 40, 43 (Avg:41)
44, 39, 38 (Avg:38)
30, 42, 45 (Avg:43)
40, 40, 44 (Avg:42)
33, 41, 50 (Avg:45)
35, 44, 49 (Avg:46)
33, 45, 48 (Avg:46)
32, 43, 51 (Avg:47)
33, 36, 52 (Avg:44)
33, 43, 47 (Avg:45)
38, 42, 44 (Avg:43)
32, 43, 43 (Avg:43)
33, 47, 51 (Avg:49)
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18
19
20
21

Steffanie Ulrich
Louise Stevens
Shirley Clark
Jaimie Dekeyzer
Nichola Mepham
Sorsha Stuart-Rokvic

Junior

1
2
3
4
5
6

Hannah Cossor
Poppy Kettlewell
Scarlet Galvin
Emily Hill
Julia Hill
Summer Neal
Emma Cole
Kaitlyn Mercieca
Takira Baldock

Oso Desperado
Coolinda Park Winston
Oso Zoltan
Marley
Meracious Mahrousseh
Berwick Royal Music

2
2
2
2
2
1

6:46:05
6:50:48
7:11:33
8:04:09
Lame L2
OT L1

34, 43, 50 (Avg:46)
40, 49, 46 (Avg:47)
32, 42, 46 (Avg:44)
33, 41, 46 (Avg:43)
36, 41, 49 (Avg:45)
32, 43 (Avg:43)

Newbury Illustraa's Impact
Brag Ngood
TMB ES Silver Brandy
Belle
Bridle Track Wilson
Kintamani Mustang Billy
Baribo
Milandi Molly
Al Jeda Hammerlli

2
4:22:37
2
5:35:59
2
6:24:14
2
6:35:47
2
6:35:51
2
6:51:02
2
Lame L2
2
Lame L2
W/D after Vet

32, 50, 46 (Avg:48)
35, 47, 47 (Avg:47)
37, 47, 54 (Avg:50)
35, 41, 47 (Avg:44)
36, 46, 52 (Avg:49)
32, 49, 58 (Avg:53)
28, 43, 45 (Avg:44)
33, 52, 50 (Avg:51)

Div.

Entries

Ret / DNE

Comp

WD

Inelig

V/O

% Comp

HW

13

0

11

0

0

2

84

62%

MW

26

0

23

1

0

2

88

46%

LW

23

0

21

1

0

1

91

30%

JN
Totals:

9

0

6

1

0

2

66

67%

71

0

61

3

0

7

85

92%

Ride Name: The Rock

Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 11/07/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Sharyn Coulston
Nadine Cooper
Kaliana Sloane

Castlebar Roulette
Blake's Heaven Hiraani
Blake's Heaven
Carousel
Sarah Pollard-Williams Jive
Emma Cole
Bullio Maiko
Boadicea Mountford
Tonki Dee Boo Allure
Gregorie Tilly
Flemingo Raz
Elizabeth Moir
Whyneemah Khobi
Tracy-Lee Cossor
Illarak Steele
Hannah Cossor
Future Dream Amelia
Scarlet Galvin
Future Dream Doreen
Brian Swan
Toprail Mahogany
Chloe Hayden
Oso Rosamond
Steffanie Ulrich
Al-Marah Red Cardinal
Nicole Horne
Mount Kosi
Hannah Mitchell
Castlebar Telltale
Naomi McGaffin
Castlebar Belair
Shannon Cossor
Castlebar Tracer
Louise McCormack
Kintamani Silver Eclipse
Cindy Barnes
PF Sweet Spot
Stuart Lymbery
Baranne Tu-Shay
Andrew Bailey
Swayze
Kaitlyn Mercieca
Tahlyn Bobby Dazzler
Lauren Roper
San Ella Estelle
Jodi Dewick
Wickwood Dark Rose
Noni Seagrim
Charadia Zignzag
Rodney Curry
Bara Park Raine
Jenny Berg
Legacy Revolution
Michelle Philpotts
Roswick Noble

Jacque Thoms
Alandi Durling
Ian Mepham
Janette Nelson
Emma Miles-Howe
Lauren Kelly
Enchant
Leanne Hickson
Alison Pellow
Kardashian
Claire Ingram
Sozialite
Narelle Bush
Bridget Maher
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Kyvalley Toyboy
Sienna Confession
Macquarie Park Dassan
Die Kinder Tindra
Wiley Bill
Sweet Meadows
Cool Water Gal-Lexie
Southern Dream
Arabianoro Hiz Amir
Rose Gum Rising Sun
Future Dreams Smudge

Ride Name: The Rock

Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 12/07/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Kaliana Sloane
Carousel
Alexandra Watson
Boadicea Mountford
Elizabeth Moir
Gregorie Tilly
Stefanie Tscheppe
Robin Gossip
Shannon Cossor
Chiara Carredu
Ian Mepham
Jessica Dastani
Jan Scholes
Cease

Blake's Heaven
Rosevale Park Rashid
Bullio Gold Son
Bullio Constantina
Bullio Ollie
Sbara Yogi
Norfolk Park Comet
Castlebar Takeoff
Castlebar Roulette
Macquarie Park Dassan
Ralvon Eternity
Sbara Dollar Never

Ride Name: The Rock

Distance: 20.0km
Start Date: 11/07/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Robin Gossip
Samantha Wenke
Brigid Salmon
Rachel Crease

Norfolk Park Comet
Shamali Mighty Man
Girilambone Venus
Glenormiston Finn

McCool
Zaydan Feltrin
Bianca Whitehead
Amy Galvin
Chloe Kochanski
Janice Reynolds
Georgina Pankhurst
Jane Paroissien
Erinna Vassallo
Lori-Anne Mackay
Heather Nagle
Tracey Morley

Tazman
Tess
Wendell
Milo
Rocky Creek Red Chief
Jagg
Cherrington Request
Rudi
Indi More Magic
Aloha Dash
Infatuated with Fire

Ride Name: The Rock

Distance: 20.0km
Start Date: 12/07/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Louise McCormack
Cindy Barnes
Deborah Pippen
Knight
Nicole Horne
Karlee Rose
Jane Paroissien
Corey Tubnor
Erinna Vassallo
Peter Holdsworth
Claire Venn
Jill Kalkman
Nathan Brown
Narelle Bush

Kintamani Silver Eclipse
PF Sweet Spot
Blaker's Heaven Winter
Mount Kosi
Cupid's Arrow
Cherrington Request
Karabil Bina
Rudi
Kinvara Coco
Miss Muppet
Who Dat Star
Stella
Rose Gum Rising Sun

Jolene Cole riding Razorback Targaryen, 2nd HWT (6hrs 3 mins) in the 80k .
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Nathan and Stella
By Narelle Bush
Nathan is nine and started riding Stella three months ago. He has ridden her 26 times locally where we live
and around the paddock. The Rock endurance ride was their first official outing together. Nathan counts
each ride he does on Stella. He’s a very outgoing, smart boy who is a quick learner and loves to help his
Aunty with chores around the paddock. He also enjoys playing football and does little athletics and excels in
long distance running. He also exceled in AFL.
Nathan has always had an interest in horses but we didn’t have a horse small enough or suitable for him to
ride. So the ride-on lawn mower was his next best option! He spent a lot of afternoons and school holidays
helping rug and feed the horses as well as doing odd jobs like fencing, mowing and general maintenance of
the paddocks. I would often find him cooling off in the water trough!
I put an advertisement on Facebook looking for a pony to lease for my son, Ryda who is five years old and
also spends a bit of time with the horses but it turns out he has no interest in riding, only catching bugs
around the paddock! Good friends Scott and Sam Peters messaged me saying they had the perfect kids’
pony and I picked her up from their house that week. Stella is a Welsh A, 11.2hh and 11 years old. We
were lucky enough to buy Stella after leasing her for roughly 12 months.
Nathan can be challenging at times for his parents (my sister) but is a complete angel for his Aunty. He
needs a lot of stimulation, not only to help tire him out but with his active mind the more he does the better
he copes. Along with his active mind he also has bad nightmares which cause disturbance in his sleep and
lead to other problems such as behavioural issues and interrupt his concentration. Nathan socialises well
and is a very polite young man who achieves many tasks and sports of interest. Since bonding with Stella
he has shown a caring empathy towards animals and it is an emotion my sister Kylie and I have never seen
him display before. He will hug Stella and tell her it is ok and guide her through the challenges they face
while riding. This caring nature he has for her is like love at first sight and Stella is bonded to Nathan just as
much. They say horses are therapy animals, something I used to think was a myth until I saw for myself the
different emotions it bought out in Nathan that we had never seen before.

(Continued on page 23)
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Being an active kid with behavioural/anger issues, Nathan is very calm and comforting with Stella. He
really enjoys the 20km rides and going away camping. Having to care for his pony over the weekend away
makes him feel important as his pony relies on him. The more jobs Nathan has to do the better it is for his
active mind. I had to reassure Nathan many times that Stella will never be sold when he outgrows her. She
will have a forever home with us.
So the Rock was his first 20km ride; he handled it well and took it all in his stride. He talked Stella through
the whole process and congratulated her once they completed. He gave her a big hug and lots of pats. I
am pretty sure at one stage I overheard him talking to her and he said thank you, I love you Stel! I have
laminated his completion certificate and he couldn’t wait to show it off. He won a bucket of goodies for
being the youngest rider and kept it in his room for over a week until my sister got sick of looking at it and I
picked it up and bought it out to the paddock to be used.
I originally bought Stella for my son, Ryda as he spends a lot of time with my horses but my horses are too
tall for him to brush and he would end up brushing their legs because he couldn’t reach any higher. Ryda
did bond with Stella but being so young the novelty wore off and bug hunting was more interesting as well
as bathing in the water trough! So Stella now belongs to Nathan until he out-grows her and by that time,
Ryda may show some interest in her again. Stella means a lot to Nathan and when we pull up in the car,
Nathan winds his window down and calls her name and she gallops straight up to the gate to greet him.
Wherever Nathan is Stella is beside him.
The riding and friendship of the pony has been very important as Nathan has this amazing connection with
her. The responsibility of having a pony has taught him to be patient and calm which is an important skill
for a child like him to learn. I would highly recommend horse riding/endurance to any child or young teen
that struggles with developmental issues or social behaviours to give it a go as I have seen for myself the
difference it makes to kids and young people and even struggling adults. As a disability support worker
myself, I spend time with adults who have severe intellectual disabilities and autism who are non-verbal. I
bring my clients to see the horses, Stella in particular because she is small and they are not intimidated by
her and the fact she is so loveable. To see a non-verbal autistic adult who hates to be touched walk
straight up to Stella and give her hug is a clear sign horses are therapeutic.
Team Oso on the homeward stretch in the 80k at The Rock. Photo: Animal Focus.
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SHAHZADA—
Monday, 23RD to Friday, 27TH August, 2021 …….
At the time of writing, we should all be in St Albans riding Shahzada but
with Covid 19 causing the cancellation of the ride, we have to start
planning now for our 40th Anniversary Shahzada in 2021. What better
way to prepare than to hear some of the encouraging and inspiring
memories of some “Shahzada Tragics” – these stories show how
everyone is there to help all the riders - everyone wants you and your
horse to succeed and to have “the ride of your life” as well as the special
moments with special horses!
April Newman’s first Shahzada
Shahzada!!! What a ride and what a week it is!
This year is the first time in 9 years that I won’t be spending the last weekend in August up at St. Albans
due to Covid 19. I have been asked to share my best Shahzada memories to keep the Shahzada spirit
alive and to encourage everyone to have a go at the 40th Shahzada next year and make it the biggest and
best! Here’s my story about my favourite Shahzada – the first of my 4/4 completions on my mare Tarnette,
AKA the pit pony
2014 saw my first chance to maybe have a go at the big one - 400km! After completing the mini marathon a
few years in a row with horses from work and a friend’s, I was keen to attempt the big one on my own mare.
So many people give you mixed advice - some say only do it with a horse you love ‘cos you’re spending
400km with it, others say it’s hard and only do it on a horse you hate ‘cos it’s so hard. With so many mixed
opinions, I made up my own mind to have a go and see for myself! I put in for a week off work and sent in
my pre nom!
One of my biggest issues leading up to the ride was money! With a $500 entry fee, it was a lot to consider.
This was my week’s wage and given I had on and off lameness issues with my mare and we had never
successfully made it over 100km in competition, it was a big risk to take knowing we may only make it
through day 1!
At the time I was working 2 jobs, working at Valinor Park Arabians early mornings and evening for my rent
and agistment and working full time at Sunninghill Park which was a pre-training race horse stud, so money
was pretty tight!
A few weeks out from Shahzada with float rego, insurance and a few other things due it seemed all too hard
to come up with the entry fee so I decided to pull the pin. One afternoon, when riding home (I used to ride to
work), I passed the big bosses from Sydney on their way down to the farm for the weekend. They stopped
on the side of the road for a chat - like they normally do. They were always very supportive of my endurance
‘cos they could see the passion I had for it so they were always asking about it. They asked if I was getting
excited for my big ride in a few weeks. I told them I decided not to go given the entry fee was $500 - it was
just too much money to risk
knowing I might not make it past
day one. With that, they turned
around and said I have always
been a good worker and they
know how much work I had put
into my mare so they said the stud
would sponsor my entry fee for me
to go! They said we don’t care if
you don’t make it past day one,
just go and give it your best shot
and have fun!! They said everyone
needs a leg up some times when
they are doing it all on their own. I
am so grateful to them.
So with that a few weeks later, my
farrier put a set of shoes and pads
on my pony for a carton of beer
and the horse chiro from work
gave my mare a once over without
even charging me and wished us
luck as we head off on our way to
St Albans!
(Continued on page 25)
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(Continued from page 24)

We set up camp with Kevin Sayer, Ian Dreghorn and Georgia Curry. Georgia and I ended up riding the
400km together and what a blast we had! The excitement of just being there and able to start was just
amazing, let alone every day that passed and we were still riding!
Monday morning was sunny but by the afternoon the rain had set in for what was one of the wettest weeks
of riding! But with Georgia and me chanting and laughing the whole way, with entertainment in camp from
Kevin and Ian, it was without a doubt one of the best weeks!
We came across one issue on Wednesday morning with my mare changing shape in her back and her
saddle not fitting properly and never having ridden that far in one go. In true Shahzada spirit within 20min
of the word getting out I was having saddle fitting problems, there were people lined up at my camp with
spare saddles all willing to lend and help me get through!
The atmosphere around Shahzada is something else! And something that makes the ride so special! In the
end Michelle O’Leary’s dressage saddle was the perfect fit and she loaned it to us for the rest of the week!
Michelle, who is also a massage therapist, gave my mare a massage every day for the rest of the week
which started a tradition of her helping each Shahzada with my mare.
The rest of the week we breezed through in the pouring rain which saw the creeks rise so much the course
had to be changed multiple times!
Friday morning, the sun came out and we saw the most beautiful sunrise riding across to Boyd’s and down
McKechnie’s, you couldn’t wipe the smile off my face!!! Making it to the final trot out Friday arvo, which
seemed like the longest trot out of my life, saw us get the thumbs up from all the vets and finishing off what
was one of the most memorable and fun weeks of my life We went on to finishing the 2014 endurance
season and taking out National light weight distance horse of
the year, National light weight point horse of the year and best
of all, National one horse/one rider combination. Photo credit
Animal Focus
Andrew Jonkers rode Windsor Park Dominator (Matey) in 1993
– unfortunately Andrew joined the Friday Club that year but
undaunted has continued as one of our most successful
endurance riders and was due to ride Girilambone Comet at
Shahzada this year. Such a strong family in our sport and as
Linda Jonkers says “As heartbreaking as the Friday Club was
the overall challenge of endurance, the scenic country we are
privileged to ride through and the great friendships made
among the endurance community is what makes our sport so
unique and has kept me competing since 1986”.
Tori Bice’s Shahzada with The Byzantine Diamonds in 2017 –
Photo thanks to Animal Focus
The most rewarding completion of my endurance career, my
first completion with my own mare. Thursday afternoon 2017,
greasy heel almost took my buckle away from my mare Amber
and I for the 4th time but after getting off at every single creek
crossing on Friday (I think about 12 in total on Friday alone) we

successfully finished. Forever grateful
for my parents for persisting and
pushing me to keep going when I was
ready to give it up and Sue for being
patient riding with me through my
stress. Definitely one of my top photos
ever – Sue and I, bums in the air,
looking after our horses less than
15km from the end of 400km. Both
successful after a hugely stressful
Friday that only Shahzada riders will
understand!
(Continued on page 26)
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John Howe has 12 Shahzada buckles and is
pictured here riding Ashbend Perazzi (Ears) in
2019. They travelled over 6,500 kms together
successfully and 3,200 of those kms came from
Shahzada.
John writes:
At 3.15a.m this morning (Monday 24 August
2020) I woke up. Where was I?
For the last 12 years in a row on this particular
Monday morning, in August, I awoke in my horse
float. It was time to get up, have breakfast, feed
Ears and get ready to start Shahzada.
In the olden days, Ross Mudie would announce
on the loudspeaker at 3.00am:- "Good morning
Riders and Strappers it is 3.00 am, you have one
hour to the start of the( whatever year it was)
Shahzada 400.". Ross did this annual
proclamation perfectly. I hope that I have come
close. It was very special and added a little
timelessness to Shahzada. Part of its special
magic.
This year I lay in my bed and remembered all those wonderful starts.
It was a bit like ANZAC Day 2020.instead of going to the March in Sydney, I put on my medals and walked
to the end of my driveway and put up the Australian flag.
This year, our world has changed.
Next year, at 3.00 am on the 23rd of August I'm sure that we will all be in St.Albans, we will all wake up in
our floats, we will all get up and ride off into the dark and the 40th Shahzada will be underway. 2020 will be
part of our history, just like E.I and 2009 is part of our history and many of us can tell stories about that year
and the Shahzada that wasn't. But we're still here.

Rider Interpretation of Metabolic Indicators
in the Endurance Horse's Logbook (Part1)
Simon Bain BVSc MANZCVS
Respective to each endurance ride there are a number of headings on the second page in each horses
endurance logbook or Vet Card. These are completed by officiating vets at the ride. Veterinarians are the
independent advocates for the horse and their primary purpose at an Endurance event is to protect the
welfare of each horse at the event. Primary indicators of a horse continuing to participate in a ride after a
vet check are heart rate recovery and lameness. Most of the other indicators on that right hand side are
metabolic assessments.
So what is metabolic
assessment and why is it
necessary?
It is about the prevention of
metabolic syndromes.
Metabolic syndromes may
arise at endurance rides and
when they occur threaten the
welfare of the horse,
sometimes to a considerable
degree.

Simon riding at the NSW State Ride in 2019. Animal Focus
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The primary cause is
extensive fluid and electrolyte
loss through sweating and is
influenced by the degree of
preparedness (training before,
and management during the
ride) on the part of the rider/

(Continued from page 26)

trainer, severity of terrain and climate on the day of the ride. Signs of metabolic problems include
depression, dehydration, lack of interest in food or water, muscle cramps, shallow respiration, colic, and a
variety of cardiac and respiratory problems including "thumps" which is clinically known as synchronous
diaphragmatic flutter. In extreme cases horse death could result and as vets we are of course very much
about preventing this and indeed severe manifestations of what is sometimes termed "the exhaustive
horse disease complex."
So what are the all-important logbook indicators that endurance vets use re metabolic assessment? They
are: mucous membrane, capillary and jugular refill, skin recoil, heart sounds, gut sounds, and muscle tone.
These indicators are not always clearly understood by endurance riders so I will discuss each in turn. In
my experience you will not usually get elimination in any one of these indicators in isolation, but the
common situation is that there will be a decline in a number of these at the same time.
Mucous Membranes
These are assessed by opening the horse's mouth and examining the gums. They are scored as follows:
A= Clear, salmon pink and moist (Normal)
B= Moist with pink tending towards fawn
C= Pale, injected, tacky tending towards dry
D= Muddy, blue towards purple toxic lane- this is grounds for elimination!
Why are these mucous membranes of clinical significance? If tacky or dry they are indicative of
dehydration. Pale mucous membranes are indicative of anaemia or low blood pressure. Injected or dark
mucous membranes reflect that there is poor perfusion of blood through tissues due to dehydration. It also
indicates poor oxygen supply and may also indicate onset of toxaemia.
Riders should familiarise themselves with the colour and feel of the normal mucous membrane.
Opportunity exists when you are placing the bit in the horse's mouth and also with administration of paste
wormers, or you can gently lift the lips and do this at your leisure.
Capillary and Jugular Refill
The significance of jugular refill is open to question and in present times many veterinarians don’t assess
it. As an old-timer I still do, principally through force of habit. Vets assess capillary refill when they assess
the mucous membranes of the gums. They press the gum and assess the time for full colour to return.
This is scored as follows:
1=Less than I second
2=1-2 seconds
3=2-3 seconds
4=Greater than 3 seconds and is grounds for elimination. Usually a score of 4 for capillary refill is
accompanied by other significant scores amongst those parameters that indicate metabolic concerns
The clinical significance of poor capillary refill is that it indicates any or all of poor blood pressure, poor
tissue perfusion, dehydration, and toxaemia.
Skin Recoil
It has been determined that skin recoil may indicate the degree of dehydration but is unreliable because
you may get a differing response depending on the site of test and the degree of wetness of the skin. It
must therefore always be taken at the point of the shoulder, but even then it may be prolonged in normal
horses. It is scored as follows:
1= less than 2 seconds
2= between 2-3 seconds
3= between 3-4 seconds
4= greater than 4 seconds
This may indicate a degree of dehydration but because of its unreliability it should never be used in
isolation to vet out a horse from a ride.
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Summary report NSW ERA SMC meeting held Friday, 29 May 2020.
ATTENDANCE
Present: Belinda Hopley, John Howe, Tony
Warren (chairman), Peter Bice, Kerry FowlerSmith, Matthew Walker, Noni Seagrim, Kim
Stephens, Kylie Jonkers, April Newman, Ruth
Sumpner, Jo Davis
Apologies: Jacque Wright, Alam Dastani, Jacky
Barlow, Faith Robinson. In attendance: Helen
Rich (Minutes),
Conflicts of Interest: None declared at this time.
Acceptance of minutes of meeting.
MOVED
THAT
Carried

Belinda Hopley, John Howe
the minutes from the Teleconference
Meeting of 3 April 2020 be accepted.
Unanimous

Business arising from last meeting (action log
review)
Action log was gone through in some detail.
Rides for approval
Mt Lagoon has cancelled, new application for 22
and 23 August. The rides put in by the Shahzada
committee will not proceed. Mt Lagoon would be
on the same basis as the proposed July ride.
Amendment from Bullio, seeking to cancel the 80k
and move all rides to Saturday 31 October.
Mogendoura: new boking for 6 and 7 March 2021.
Watagan Mtns asking for 17 and 18 April.
Bumbaldry would like the Anzac weekend. Jo will
hold these last two over until the next meeting.
Seeking approval for Mt Lagoon, Bullio changes
and the Mogendoura ride. Jo will ask the
Tooraweenah Club if they could run a 160k ride on
the 2021 June long weekend. Tony asked that
these three rides be considered for approval. April
brought up the matter of Sussex Inlet and the
selection of dates. Sussex to run end of February
or the start of March. If the dates were a problem
Jo will need to check with the committees and let
the SMC know.

AERA meeting 2020 QLD Quilty proposal
The obvious point is the way the 2020, 2021 and
2022 Quiltys were dealt with. WA not happening
until 2021 and NSW 2022. Queensland has put in
a proposal for a Quilty in 2020. AERA meeting
tomorrow so this needs to be discussed. 6 June
should be in Stage 3 of the COVID restrictions.
State borders currently closed but indications are
they will open by September at least for the East
Coast to enter Qld. This would allow 70% of the
national membership to attend. The Quilty was to
be held in September so the timeframe for
preparation would have been short no matter
where the ride is held. We need to decide whether
to support the 2020 Quilty proposal from Qld.
Not having a Quilty is a financial loss to the AERA,
AERA will get through 2021 but fees will have to go
up. If we don’t raise the fees we will be struggling
for cash. The AERA could use a boost in income
and a Qld Quilty would definitely help both NSW
and the AERA.
Question about if COVID prevented the event
going ahead, who would carry the loss. Agreed
this cannot be the AERA. John advised that Tom
McCormack said it is highly unlikely that any Covid
insurance could be obtained. There should be an
agreement that the RO guarantees the costs, no
other organisation should be responsible. There
are a number of event insurance options available.
Detailed discussion took place
Voting on whether to support the Queensland
proposal to run a Quilty in 2020: Eight votes in
favour, four against.
Conditions agreed on: 1) no financial underwriting
by anyone outside of Queensland and 2) if it turns
out that the borders are closed, it must not be
called a Quilty. If everyone cannot participate, it is
not a Quilty.
Suggestion that it be an open qualifier in that you
don’t have to have ridden a Quilty or hundred miler
before.

Agreement for Jo to speak to Talea regarding
traditional date for Sussex Inlet. Tony suggests
rides be approved providing Talea’s committee
were in agreement. Mt Lagoon approved as is the
changes for the Bullio ride. Bumbaldry ride date is
outside the matrix. Jo to wait until she hears from
Sonia.

If the conditions are not met, the majority vote is a
No.

Query on the NSW State ride. Last weekend in
November suggested for 2020. Tumut will put in
an application when they have more information.

Play by the Rules: No report. Please do these
courses, they are a condition of our Office of Sport
grant.

Ratification of decisions made between
meetings: The executive wrote to WAERA about
comments made by people in WA on the MACCA
ABC radio program. These comments were seen
as criticism of NSWERA in relation to the WA 2020
Quilty. Also a letter to the AERA seeking to move
the 2021 Quilty date away from Shahzada’s date
because having major events close to each other
restricts opportunity. No responses yet.

2020 AGM, 20 February: Venue has been
booked.

2019 NSW Office of Sport Grant project –
Advertising campaign, rule books: On hold until
end of the year. Need to work out how we can
spend the advertising money.

Subcommittee from AGM.
General view is that there were many more people
who indicated they would be interested in being
part of a subcommittee but these are not noted in
the AGM minutes. Annette Bailey, Clare Feary,
Linda Jonkers and others are suggestions for
people who might be interested, in addition to
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those recorded in the minutes. Ruth will follow up.

video.

Committee Reports

Mentor information sent around. Quite a few
possible mentors have been approached.

Tony Warren: President:
No report
Noni Seagrim: VP, AERA, website, Facebook,
Child Protection:
No report

We need a mobile phone for Faith and we need an
email for the mentor coordinator.
Endurance chatter- people asking for information.
Want it out there.
Quite a lot of correspondence from AERA. One
letter about TPR badges. Maybe try and present it
to them.

Kim Stephens: Treasurer:
No report
Kerry Fowler-Smith: Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants
Discussion about the AGM ,motion passed to
permit hoods. This same motion was defeated at
the AERA and AERA decided that a hood is tack
and not permitted under the current rules. NSW
SMC has an obligation to follow what our members
voted for at the AGM, agreed that riders to be
allowed to use hoods at NSWERA rides as a local
rule. Belinda will prepare a notice for the
newsletter, website and Facebook and advise our
Chief Stewards that as per the AGM, hoods are
permitted in NSW.
Timing system costs: There are extras to be
purchased on top of the actual unit. Tony will
check on exactly what is needed and what is
included in the cost of the timing system.
Agenda Item – inclusions in the timing system.
Email from Debbie Pevy about workshops on rider
fitness and various aspects of endurance. Debbie
has numerous expressions of interest for a
workshop in mid July at Jerrys Plains. Currently
affected by COVID restrictions including no more
than 20 people attending. SMC is supportive of
workshops that encourage participation and
information sharing. Kerry to write to Debbie
advising her that NSW ERA is happy for the
workshop to go ahead, confirming Debbie has
appropriate insurance.
Peter Bice: AERA, Ride Standards/Feedback,
Governance:
No report
Jo Davis: Ride calendar, website, stationery:
No further report.
Matthew Walker: Horse Welfare, Early Warning
System, Vet Liaison, Biosecurity:
No report
Belinda Hopley: Chief Stewards and TPRs,
Grants, Zone 5 Delegate
Another provisional TPR approved.

Letter from Mark Dunn about horse death at a ride
last year. Want to include horses that die as a
result of an endurance ride. This would be
unenforceable so why make such a rule.
Post ride auditing. Letter read out here. What they
want is to develop a working process.
Questionnaire to be answered. Belinda feels that
this should already be there. We have a risk
management assessment and pan and
documentation. If we tighten up our paperwork,
this should cover us.
Bio security up for discussion.
Jacque Wright: Promotions:
No report
Alam Dastani – International:
No report
Kylie Jonkers – International:
No report
Faith Robinson: Zone 1 Delegate:
No report
John Howe: Zone 2 Delegate, Newsletter,
John asked everyone to put pen to paper for a
newsletter report. Bio notes from Forum will be
sent to John for the newsletter. Ruth has an
international junior who might be interested in
writing an article. John asked for photos and story
on her competition in the UK. Ruth will follow up.
Several other junior members names put forward,
who will be approached to write their stories.
Kim Stephens: Zone 4 Delegate:
No report
April Newman: Zone 5 delegate. Promotions:
No report
Ruth Sumpner: Zone 6 Delegate:
No report
Track Preservation Charlie Gauci/Fiona Meller:
No report

General Business

Sent email regarding chief stewards.
Treatment vet to be included in the paperwork at a
ride.
Query regarding number of CS per rider - same as
with vets.
Ride secretary to fill in all forms.
Forum up on the website. Will get something to
John for the newsletter. YouTube will have a

Restart plan
Kerry previously sent around some ideas based on
the criteria put out by Gaming NSW. The
government will require all business to put together
a COVID safe plan. Hopefully the outdoor mass
gathering numbers will increase. When the limit
gets to 50 or 100, we should put in an application
for an exemption to the limit, say to 150 or 200
(Continued on page 32)
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Ride Calendar 2020
October
3/4

10/11

31

Glen Innes Endurance
Sunday 40/80

Trish Mackay 0408 669 338
gleninnesenduranceinc@gmail.com

6

National Capital “Brookvale”
Sunday 13/22/40-52/80

Cathy Banwell 0499 882 662
cathy.banwell@anu.edu.au

4

Matar Stables Bullio Cup
Sunday 5/10/20/40/80AERA/100*/100120AERA/120**

Annette Bailey 0429 326 245
acabailey@bigpond.com

2

November
27-29

NSWERA State Champs @ Bondo Forest
Saturday 5/40/80/160

Kim Stephens 0488 473 701
kims5061@hotmail.com

4

Ride Calendar 2021
February
20/21

NSWERA AGM and Dinner Dance

Panthers Bathurst

March
6/7

27/28

Modendoura
Saturday 5/20 Sunday 40/80

Duncan McLaughlin 0417 489 275
duncanmclaughlin@yahoo.com.au

5

Mountain Lagoon
Saturday 5/20/40 Sunday 5/20/40/80

Garry Weis 0409 840 453
sydneyregionenduranceriding@gmail.com

1

April
3/4

Tumbarumba
Saturday 5/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Erin Gadsby 0427 030 371
tumbaendurance@yahoo.com

4

10/11

Tooraweenah
Saturday 7/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Sonia Bonham 0428 550 909
gavinandsonia@bigpond.com

2

17/18

Watagan Mountains
Saturday 10/20/40 Sunday 10/20/40

Cody Holloway 0449 953 859
wataganmountainsendurance@gmail.com

1
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24/25

Bumbaldry
Saturday 5/10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

May
15/16

Mudgee “Ray Gooley” Memorial Ride
Saturday 10/20 Sunday 40/80

Gail Fisher 0427 537 636
mudgeeera@outlook.com

22/23

Wingello Forest Ride
Saturday 5/10/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Bec Hogan 0412 600 173
bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au

n/a

5

June
26/27

Roseberg Forest Endurance Ride
Saturday 5/10/20/40/7km ride and tie
Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

July
17/18

Kiwarrak
Saturday 10/20/42 Sunday 20/42/84

Ruth Sumpner 003 015 722
kiwarrakride@gmail.com

6

31/1

Currowan – South Coast Zone Champs
Saturday 10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80/100

Jenny Shepheard 0407 781 089
currowan@hotmail.com

5

August
23-27

Shahzada
120 mini marathon/400 marathon

Sue Todd 6379 7218 / 0429 905 038
suetodd@activ8.net.au

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please contact the Ride Calendar Portfolio holder
BEFORE sending in a Ride Booking Form.
This is to ensure your preferred date is available.
WE CANNOT HOLD DATES without receiving a Ride Booking Form.

Zone 1—N/W Sydney & Environs;
Zone 2—Central West;
Zone 3—Riverina;
Zone 4—Snowy;
Zone 5—South Coast;
Zone 6—Mid North Coast
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1

(Continued from page 29)

people, to be able to run rides. No point in doing
this while the limit is 10. Lots about endurance
that makes being COVID safe easy. Kerry
suggests preparing a safety plan now so it’s ready
when numbers get to 50. Agreed, Kerry will work
on a safety plan so it is ready when the mass
gathering limits make applying for an exemption
worthwhile.
Advertising campaign strategies/format and
support
Ongoing. Belinda asked Jo to send her a ride
calendar for the next 18 months including
traditional dates.
Agreed we need to be proactive in getting rides
started again as soon as possible. Need to
consider how to manage the current policy about
the matrix, one ride per weekend and distances if
those become an issue given the shortened
season. We should actively approach ride
committees who can arrange rides at short notice,
for example those with relatively little red tape.

There are some committees on standby that could
run rides at short notice. This message should go
out to the general membership, not just ROs.
Use the newsletter, Facebook and website for
notices about getting rides going asap. We need
to have rides organised when we put in our
application to get an extension to numbers. We
could also put a quick poll onto Facebook to see
what members think and find out hoew many are
ready to attend rides. Noni will get some wording
organised and get it out there.
Mentors.
Belinda had a good working group, Faith will be
the coordinator. We need a phone and designated
number that people can call to get information. Jo
will set up an “info@NSWERA” email address, to
be directed to Faith. Need to review the mentoring
program before starting the TV advertising.
There being no further business the meeting
closed 10.38pm

NSW ERA Mentor Program
NSWERA would love to hear from our membership their ideas to encourage
riders to compete, and to promote, grow and benefit the sport!
To encourage and give confidence to new riders, NSWERA has instigated the
Mentor Program to assist these riders. The Step Up program follows on from this
and gives new riders a free entry to their first endurance ride once they have
successfully completed 160ks. An advertising campaign will commence in the New
Year targeting different regions in NSW.
Any ideas or suggestions that you have on any aspect of our sport are welcomed!
Please send me a brief explanation of your idea to:
belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au,
or phone
6238 2293
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2020….How are you coping?
By Clare Feary PSY0001018884

There is no denying this year has been tough and most, if not all, of us have faced situations that we have
never had to cope with before. While many of us have been dealing with the burden of drought for a long
time, the additions of severe bushfires and now a health pandemic have taken a mental health toll that
cannot easily be measured, or repaid.
As a psychologist, working in rural areas in the mental health and drug and alcohol fields for the last 15
years, it has become apparent how stoic and resilient individuals in rural and regional communities are.
Particularly those with the passion, commitment and goals that characterise many endurance riders.
However, that doesn’t mean we’re necessarily good at asking for help, or even knowing when we need
help. In fact, the idea that we are strong and should be able to cope can be the very thing that stops us
putting our hands up when we are drowning.
The fact is that even endurance riders can suffer from depression, anxiety, trauma symptoms and, of
course, drug and alcohol issues.
So, if we’re pretty good at just pulling up our socks and getting on with it, how do we know when it’s time to
seek support, and what does that support look like?.
Well, sometimes we experience more obvious functional changes such as loss of sleep, significant weight
gain or loss, low moods or anxiety attacks, increased drug and alcohol use, not wanting to socialise (like we
used to) or feeling suicidal.
But sometimes the symptoms can be sneakier; like losing interest in activities we used to enjoy, worrying all
the time about things that never used to bother us, becoming easily irritated, not following through on tasks,
even finding it hard to feel anything at all. Sometimes we don’t even notice these things are happening but
our partners, co-workers or other close contacts may comment on changes they’ve noticed.
Drug and Alcohol Use.
Whatever our individual views are the fact is that all substance use, both legal and prescribed, and illegal,
has potential risks. Some of those risks are very small, and not even worth worrying about and some are
quite significant and can impact on all aspects of our lives.
Alcohol and tobacco are 2 commonly used licit (legal) drugs and both are considered harmful to our
physical and mental health. Yes, the jury is still out there on exactly ‘how much’ is considered harmful and
what safe levels of use are. Realistically though, having more than a couple of alcoholic drinks, more than a
few nights a week, is probably more likely to be causing you harm, than not.
There are also risks associated with overuse of painkillers, particularly opioid based painkillers (e.g.
morphine, Codeine Oxycodone, Fentanyl) and Benzodiazepines (e.g. Valium, Serapax, Mogodon) and
taking these above the prescribed rates can have very serious outcomes.
Of course, the many illicit (illegal) substances such as methamphetamine, cocaine, cannabis and MDMA
also carry a range of additional risks, not the least of which is that having legal issues is not going to be
helpful to those already under enormous stress.
Drug and alcohol use is often one of the first things to begin to rise in communities and individuals under
stress, and it can be very easy to miss when a glass a day becomes 2 or 3. Or perhaps our couple of
Valiums a month has turned into a Valium most mornings.
Mental Health Support
So what sort of support is available? There’s pretty good evidence out there to say that for most people
talking can be helpful. This can range from seeing a healthcare professional (Counsellor, Psychologist,
Social Worker etc.), to accessing support groups (Men’s Sheds, SMART recovery groups, local support
groups for specific issues), or just letting a mate know what’s happening for you.
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A great place to start is your GP, they can usually point you in the right direction, provide you with a Mental
Health Care Plan or referral to a support group or, in some circumstances, medication may be helpful. Your
GP can also provide you with access to your local Community Mental Health Team or Drug and Alcohol
Team and/or psychiatry support if you’re experiencing more acute mental health or drug and alcohol issues.
Don’t feel ready to speak to someone about it, but still feel you need help?
Some people experience shame, or find it hard to trust health professionals, or just simply don’t like talking.
That’s ok, you can still get some information and guidance through websites or self-help approaches. These
are many and varied but include Beyond Blue, the Black Dog Institute, HeadSpace and Moodgym..…just to
name a few.
While it is a great, and important, thing to make sure we are checking in with our friends and family to see
how they are doing and if they are coping we must also make sure we stop and ask ourselves:
Am I ok?
Beyond Blue 1300 22 4636
Life Line 13 11 14
Head Space (03) 9027 0100
Kids Helpline 1800 55 1800
Mensline 1300 789 978

Roseberg Forest Endurance Ride – August 1 and 2, 2020
The Lachlan Endurance Riders Club was excited to
welcome riders over the weekend to our newest ride,
Roseberg Forest. With a large paddock directly across
the road from the ride trails, we had a very scenic Ride
Base looking across the surrounding district. Thank you
Simon and Rachel Meek for allowing us access to your
beautiful property.
Our course travels through the forest on dirt roads, 4WD
tracks and forestry trails. The rain in the previous weeks
had settled the dust and softened these tracks, with some
small areas of wash-out. Then the heavens opened the
weekend prior to our ride, depositing 84mm of rain over
the course. We were aware of some boggy patches this
had caused, which we marked accordingly.
Saturday saw 40 Intermediate riders and 27 Introductory
riders head out onto the tracks. It soon became apparent
that our tracks were not going to hold up under the large
number of horses so soon after such a drenching. We
must acknowledge our appreciation of how understanding
Saturday’s riders were with the condition of some parts of
the tracks.
So, with the horses welfare our main priority, it was back
to the drawing board with Jo Davis and Rachel Meek
putting their heads together to create new maps and then
Rachel went and fired up the computer to calculate the
distances of the alternate tracks. A huge thank you to Jo
Davis (ride organiser/course designer/ride secretary),
Brett Pevy, Tina Walker and Faith Robinson for loading
up the buggy and heading off into the night to mark new
sections of dry track. Ingenuity came to the forefront with
new markers stapled to trees and literally painted once in
place, as there was no time to allow paint to dry in camp
first! Whilst riders were snuggled up in bed these guys
soldiered on returning to camp in the wee small hours of
Sunday morning - Bravo Team!!
A lovely moonlit, frosty morning greeted all at 4am
Sunday, with 74 horses and riders eager to experience
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Ellen Vine riding Alzarah,
1st MWT, 4.52. Animal Focus

our new 80km ride. Thank you to all riders for a very
orderly start at 5am, with lots of happy banter as riders
headed off into the dark.
Dawn saw our Intermediate riders saddling up, with 24
heading out at sunrise. Our 13 Introductory riders were
soon saddled and heading out the gate as well so we
now had 111 happy horses and riders on course.
Being a new ride, we could only estimate the expected
arrival time of our lead riders, these soon appeared
back at base covering the first leg in approximately 2hr
50min. From then on we had a steady trickle of riders
returning to base. Thank you all for expressing your
appreciation of the new, dry tracks and this feedback
was received with much relief by the sleep deprived
track-markers.
The sun shone, the birds sang, the riders rode, and
everyone had a great day out in the fresh air and
sunshine. By 3pm Sunday we had all horses back in
camp which of course gave us some daylight within
which to pack up the ride base and start planning
Roseberg Forest Ride 2021.
Thank you to Gap and Mount MacDonald Rural Fire
Brigades for carting water out to our water points on
course, filling up the water pods in camp, manning
checkpoints and supplying communications on course,
greatly appreciated by all.
Thank you to Nicole King and Craig Addison for taking
care of our volunteers catering. Having hot food,
steaming soups, yummy treats and cool drinks ready at
all times was fabulous. The bacon and egg rolls
Sunday morning were supreme.

Danielle Coulton riding Castlebar What's the
Goss, 1st LWT, 4.52.

Thank you to all riders and strappers for complying with our COVID-19 requirements. The temperature
checks at the front gate of all attendees listed on your COVID-19 registration form were crucially important,
as this information was actually called upon during the ride following a report to the local Police that the
event was happening. With all regulations complied with we were complimented by the Area Supervisor on
everyone’s efforts to fully comply with regulations. Thank you all, I’m sure this will go a long way to helping
keep the sport we all love, open in these uncertain times.
Bev Turner riding Dane, 5th MWT with Marty Moran riding Coco Chanel, 1st HWT 6.20
Peter Holdsworth riding Kinvara Coco with Sonia Holdsworth on Shuja Dawn Flyte, both successful in the
social ride.
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Line Honours was taken out by Ellen Vine aboard Alzarah in a riding time of 4hours 52 mins and 59
seconds!
Other results were
HEAVYWEIGHT
BC– Marty Moran / Coco Chanel – sponsored by Darby Equestrian
1st – Marty Moran / Coco Chanel – sponsored by SS Equestrian
2nd – Andrew Jonkers / Girilambone Comet – sponsored by S&K Bennett
3rd – Tony Warren / Razorback Darcy – sponsored by Hickson & Neal Family
MIDDLEWEIGHT
BC – Rodney Curry / Oso Zoltan – sponsored by DEB Ride Fit
1st – Ellen Vine / Alzarah – sponsored by Conderosa Endurance
2nd – Ian Curtis / Marat MA – sponsored by ROHARI Sports Horses
3rd – Rodney Curry / Oso Zoltan – sponsored by Warren Park Arabians
LIGHTWEIGHT
BC– Danielle Coulton / Castlebar What’s The Goss – sponsored El’aar Arabians
1st – Danielle Coulton / Castlebar What’s The Goss – sponsored J&L Mitchell Rural Fencing
2nd – Fia Hasko-Stewart / Blake’s Heaven Venus – sponsored Dean Warren Equine Services
3rd – Victoria Bice / Oso Diamond Dazzler – sponsored Hickson & Neal Family
JUNIOR
BC – Hannah Cossor / Newbury Illustraa’s Impact – sponsored by Windstar Arabians
1st – Hannah Cossor / Newbury Illustraa’s Impact – sponsored by Girilambone Arabians
2nd – Poppy Kettlewell / Oso Dizzy – sponsored by Dean Warren Equine Services
3rd – Scarlet Galvin / Future Dream Doreen – sponsored by Hickson & Neal Family
Middle of the Field – Nichola Mepham / Orsum-Ma – sponsored by Wongaburra Stud
Last Horse Home – Ian Dreghorn / Ausden Nile Prins- sponsored by Schuelein Saddles
Lowest final Heart Rate in the 80 – Oso Dorothy (Ben Hudson) – sponsored by Mountain Breeze Arabians
Lowest final heart rate (non Arab) in the Intermediate rides
SATURDAY – Arabella Ward / Hodge – sponsored by Meracious Arabians
SUNDAY – Chris Morley / Rocky Creek Freckles – sponsored by Meracious Arabians
Lucky draw from the 20km and 40km rides across the weekend
Zayden Feltrin – $25 fuel voucher – sponsored by Jennifer Rogers
Lauren Bagder – $25 fuel voucher – sponsored by Jennifer Rogers
Jason Duff – $25 fuel voucher – sponsored by Janice Reynolds
Melissa Technitis – $25 fuel voucher – sponsored by Janice Reynolds
Peter Holdsworth – $25 fuel voucher – sponsored by Janice Reynolds
Tegan Ashby – $25 fuel voucher – sponsored by Janice Reynolds
Lucky draw from the 80km ride
Kali Stone – $20 fuel voucher – sponsored by JRK Endurance
Hugh thanks must also go to JD Events who sponsored a 20kva generator for the whole weekend!
Bring on 2021!!
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Emma Cole and Windradyne Flame with Ruby Geddes and Yallaroo Amira (obscured), both successful in
the 80km ride.

Ride Name: Roseberg Endurance Ride
Distance: 80.0km Start
Date: 2/08/2020
Ride Type: Endurance
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Heavyweight
1
Marty Moran
2
Andrew Jonkers
3
Tony Warren
4
Hannah Mitchell
5
Maureen Zeschke
Stephen Deering
Gavin Peacock
Brian Swan
Jessica Dastani
Middleweight
1
Ellen Vine
2
Ian Curtis
3
Rodney Curry
4
Sharyn Coulston
5
Bev Turner
6
Anne Lymbery
7
Leanne Hickson
8
Wendy Riha
9
Clare Feary
10 April Newman
11 Anita Ashby
12 Emily Streckfuss

Coco Chanel
Girilambone Comet
Razorback Darcy
Sahara Park Miss Rubicon
Skyvictory
Anzac
Chop Chop
Arabesque Abdul
Al Jeda Hammerlli

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

6:20:11
6:59:07
7:32:59
7:35:36
7:56:30
HR L2
HR L2
HR L1
W/D L1

38, 45, 48 (Avg:46)
36, 45, 44 (Avg:44)
38, 42, 48 (Avg:45)
42, 44, 47 (Avg:45)
28, 47, 50 (Avg:48)
35, 46, 67 (Avg:56)
34, 49, 64 (Avg:56)
40, 60 (Avg:60)
41, 54 (Avg:54)

Alzarah
Marat MA
Oso Zoltan
Castlebar Roulette
Dane
Baranne Tu-Shay
Regal Buddie
Bullio Gebreselassie
Equilo
Valinor Park Madrass
Lentara Park Heather
Webbs Creek Starlight

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4:52:56
5:07:39
5:17:08
5:24:44
6:20:07
6:27:08
6:27:19
6:30:07
6:54:24
6:54:35
6:59:47
7:02:52

34, 46, 49 (Avg:47)
42, 41, 50 (Avg:45)
40, 42, 51 (Avg:46)
29, 48, 52 (Avg:50)
44, 46, 48 (Avg:47)
38, 39, 56 (Avg:47)
41, 55, 60 (Avg:57)
35, 47, 48 (Avg:47)
45, 44, 59 (Avg:51)
51, 45, 56 (Avg:50)
42, 45, 51 (Avg:48)
33, 40, 44 (Avg:42)
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Shannon Cossor
Jennifer Rogers
Ben Hudson
Jesse Buchan
Tamara Gibson
Shea Reynolds
Morgan Stapley
Sue Warren
Tracy John
Donna Scott
Susan Woodward
Ian Dreghorn
Kristie Wright
Noni Seagrim
Rachel Reid
Darryl King
Rachel Benad
Shaun Jones
Geraldine Stuart
Brett Willis
Rachel Reid
Lightweight
1
Danielle Coulton
2
Fia Hasko-Stewart
3
Victoria Bice
4
Simon Bain
5
Kim Gaspari
6
Monica Ballard
7
Tracy-Lee Cossor
8
Sue Todd
9
Nadine Cooper
10 Kaliana Sloane
11 Nichola Mepham
12 Elizabeth Moir
13 Boadicea Mountford
14 Arabella Ward
15 Talea Hasko-Stewart
16 Jodi Dewick
17 Chloe Hayden
18 Sorsha Stuart-Rokvic
19 Robin Gossip
Avril Cummins
Kimberley Hill
Olivia De Gruchy
Eliza Webb
Junior
1
Hannah Cossor
2
Poppy Kettlewell
3
Scarlet Galvin
4
Ruby Geddes
5
Emma Cole
6
Kaitlyn Mercieca
7
Emily Hill
8
Julia Hill
Summer Neal

Castlebar Bazaar
Castlebar Belair
Oso Dorothy
Mountain Ash Tabasco
Oso Silver Solaman
Oso Tytanium
Oso Meeka
Razorback Flash
Berwick Red Princess
Suncrest Beata
Littlebanks Muscles
Ausden Nile Prins
Cooroora Allyjah
Jubane Diva
Pinedale Zara
James Bonn
Hirstglen Probably
Shellal Coco
Kolahai Jailahn
Tamboolou Beau Jangles
Aloha Sweet Brier

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

7:09:18
37, 39, 45 (Avg:42)
7:09:30
32, 42, 48 (Avg:45)
7:16:44
42, 40, 42 (Avg:41)
7:20:12
40, 47, 48 (Avg:47)
7:30:01
38, 48, 50 (Avg:49)
7:30:06
42, 46, 50 (Avg:48)
7:30:28
31, 48, 59 (Avg:53)
7:32:55
42, 46, 51 (Avg:48)
7:35:45
36, 43, 50 (Avg:46)
7:37:01
40, 42, 46 (Avg:44)
8:53:18
43, 44, 56 (Avg:50)
8:55:18
36, 49, 50 (Avg:49)
HR L2
36, 45, 70 (Avg:57)
Lame L2
32, 42, 53 (Avg:47)
Lame L1(R) 33, 44 (Avg:44)
W/D L1(R3) 6, 46, 46 (Avg:46)
Meta sev L1 42, 46 (Avg:46)
W/D L1
50, 50 (Avg:50)
W/D L1
40, 49 (Avg:49)
HR L1
38, 58 (Avg:58)
W/D
39

Castlebar What's The Goss
Blake's Heaven Venus
Oso Diamond Dazzler
Akifa Farras Ice
Cooinda Park Willow
Birrali Lawrence
Future Dream Savannah
Shakari Bear
Blake's Heaven Hiraani
Blake's Heaven Carousel
Orsum-Ma
Bullio Constantina
Majic Richardo
Littlebanks Integrity
Blake's Heaven Bombora
Wickwood Dark Rose
Al-Marah Red Cardinal
Coolinda Park Winston
Norfolk Park Comet
C-Biskit
Coolinda Park Snoozze
Hillbrook Return
Abra W/D after Vetting 84

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

4:52:59
5:07:33
5:29:03
5:58:22
6:14:22
6:51:33
6:56:59
6:59:10
6:59:28
6:59:36
7:05:55
7:08:01
7:08:03
7:16:39
7:20:32
7:29:51
7:30:31
7:35:50
8:37:38
HR L2
Lame L2
Lame L1

38, 43, 48 (Avg:45)
34, 44, 47 (Avg:45)
42, 48, 52 (Avg:50)
42, 52, 54 (Avg:53)
39, 49, 49 (Avg:49)
34, 44, 51 (Avg:47)
43, 43, 50 (Avg:46)
38, 48, 55 (Avg:51)
36, 38, 43 (Avg:40)
44, 42, 54 (Avg:48)
48, 55, 60 (Avg:57)
35, 43, 50 (Avg:46)
40, 46, 50 (Avg:48)
36, 45, 49 (Avg:47)
34, 41, 56 (Avg:48)
35, 41, 51 (Avg:46)
44, 46, 50 (Avg:48)
38, 48, 49 (Avg:48)
44, 44, 58 (Avg:51)
35, 51, 64 (Avg:57)
36, 42, 59 (Avg:50)
38, 52 (Avg:52)

Newbury Illustraa's Impact
Oso Dizzy
Future Dream Doreen
Yallaroo Amira
Windradyne Flame
Henley Farm Fursan
Belle
Bridle Track Wilson
Kintamani Mustang Billy

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

5:10:19
5:29:06
6:57:05
7:13:14
7:13:19
7:29:53
7:41:32
7:41:35
HR L1

33, 49, 52 (Avg:50)
42, 51, 59 (Avg:55)
35, 50, 47 (Avg:48)
48, 44, 48 (Avg:46)
35, 44, 46 (Avg:45)
42, 43, 49 (Avg:46)
40, 45, 48 (Avg:46)
38, 42, 55 (Avg:48)
38, 62 (Avg:62)

Completion Statistics
Div.

Entries

Ret / DNE

Comp

WD

Ineligi

V/O

% Comp

HW

9

0

5

1

0

3

55.

56%

MW

33

0

24

4

0

5

72

73%

LW

23

0

19

1

0

3

82.

61%

JN

9

0

8

0

0

1

88.

89%

Totals:

74

0

56

6

0

12

75.

68%
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Lauren Brown riding Castlebar Praline, successful in the Intermediate ride.
Hannah Cosser riding Newbury Illustraa's Impact, 1st JNR, 5.10 2477 - Clare Feary riding Equilo with April
Newman riding Valinor Park Madrass, successful in the 80km ride.
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Ride Name: Roseberg Endurance Ride
Distance: 42.km
Date: 1/08/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Rodney Curry
Kristy Maxwell
Brian Swan
Jennifer Caslick
Boadicea Mountford
Emma Cole
Lauren Roper
Arabella Ward
Ben Hudson
Con Bouzianis
Stuart Lymbery
Annette Bailey
Chris Morley
Belinda Hollingworth
Tanja Zimmermann
Rachael Foster
Jason Duff
Chris Noonan
Louise McCormack
Alison Pellow
Hannah Cossor
Zaydan Feltrin
Elizabeth Moir
Andrew Bailey
Jane Paroissien
Jenny Berg
Indigo Noonan
Leanne Hickson
Ian Dreghorn
Peter Salon
Shelley Jones
Corey Tubnor
Erinna Vassallo

Bara Park Raine
Toprail Mahogany
Kybeyan Green
A'Landell Kazade
Tonki Dee Boo Allure
Bullio Gold Son
San Ella Estelle
Hodge
Oso Mystery Man
Schelmigra Truckstar
Garonne Park Elmo
Bullio Charlotte
Rocky Creek Sioux
Strawbrie
Ramlea Flash
Rainbow On Fire
Ma Koo Loo Hambo
Imparja Mokka
Sharaul Lucifaa
Kintamani Silver Eclipse
Southern Dream
Kardashian
Future Dream Amelia
Gibson
Majic Octang
Whyneemah Khobi
Cherrington Request
Roswick Noble
Larntainey Gold 'N'
Treasure
Cool Water Gal-Lexie
Mountain Breeze
Jacobite
Hudail
Shellal Penelope
Karabil Bina
Rudi

Roseberg Endurance Ride

Distance: 40.km
Date: 2/08/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Indigo Noonan
Jenny Berg
Tegan Ashby
Matthew Dunne
Lukas Dunne
Monique Funnell
Katrina Newitt
Lauren Brown

Larntainey Gold 'N'
Treasure
Legacy Revolution
Annabel
Nugget
Holly
Cool Water Gal-Lexie
Wybalena Lodge Prince
Harry
Castlebar Praline

Hannah O'Neill
Julie Preston
Michele Ladmore
Linda Logan
Con Bouzianis
Louise Piddington
Catherine McDonald
Garry Weis
Fiona Meller
Jacque Thoms
Jacqui McKeown
Melissa Technitis
Chris Morley
Ian Mepham
Faith Robinson

Wolumla Park Nugget
Arabec Skip the Blues
Azale Aladdin
Willow Valley Dartanyan
Conderosa Calliope
Neularapark Prince
Horatio
Al-Jameel
JRK Cobra
Fairview Sweet Magieca
Kyvalley Toyboy
Rowallan Raven
Espirit Jet
Rocky Creek Freckles
Macquarie Park Dassan
Sassy Grace

Roseberg Endurance Ride

Distance: 22.km
Date: 1/08/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Dean Warren
Faith Robinson
Michele Ladmore
Tegan Ashby
Hannah O'Neill
Katrina Newitt
Jill Kalkman
Janice Reynolds
Jacque Thoms
Sevasti Fileris
Lauren Badger
Monique Funnell
Natalie Funnell
Melissa Technitis
Tracy John
Kaitlyn Mercieca
Xanthe Stuart-Rokvic
Rachel Meek
Donna Scott
Jacqui McKeown
Allyson White
Carolyn Hedge
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Entourage Era
Sassy Grace
Azale Aladdin
Annabel
Wolumla Park Nugget
Wybalena Lodge Prince
Harry
Who Dat Star
Rocky Creek Red Chief
Kyvalley Toyboy
Benny
Banjo
Aztec
Ace
Espirit Jet
Berwick The Patriot
Henley Farm Burosh
Coolinda Park Sheeza
Doll
Canalbyn Glowing Elle
Suncrest Beata
Rowallan Raven
Blaze
Finn

Roseberg Endurance Ride

Distance: 20.km
Date: 2/08/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Thomas McCormack
Jasmine Zimmerman
Janice Reynolds
Margo Bailey
Jane Paroissien
Corey Tubnor
Eliza Wark-Chapman
Sam Marcus
Jill Kalkman
Neely Emerson
Peter Holdsworth
Sonia Holdsworth

Rainbow On Fire
Rocky Creek Red Chief
Jubilee Callisto
Cherrington Request
Karabil Bina
Aspenview Arizona
Berwick The Patriot
Who Dat Star
Sparkle
Kinvara Coco
Shuja Dawn Flyte

Robin Gossip riding Norfolk Park Comet,
successful in the 80km ride.
Essy Mountford riding Majic Richardo with
Elizabeth Moir riding Bullio Constantia, both
successful in the 80 km ride.
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Janice Reynolds riding Rocky Creek Red Chief, successful in the social ride—Roseberg.
Rebecca Lees riding Windradyne Sierra with Lauren Kelly riding Sweet Meadows Enchant in the 40k ride
at The Rock ride.
Animal Focus photographs.
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Ray Gooley Memorial Ride Mudgee (Cooyal) NSW 15 May 2016 – our third endurance ride
6am Saturday came around quickly - fed the horses, did the last bit of
packing, woke Dylan and Dougie up, a quick breakfast of porridge and off to
grab Haydon. He was waiting at the gate for me ready to go - straight onto the
float, no panicking. Totally different horse to travel with compared to 8 months
ago.
Dragon Hill Standardbreds
We had an uneventful trip and found our way to Cooyal - a bit over 2
hours. We came in via Gulgong (and not Mudgee) - we turned in between
two cones where the gateway was across from the hall - and discovered this was not the way we were
meant to go! I had an extended float and it dug into the ground with the 'dip' in the entrance - had to put it in
4WD and go forward and backwards a few times but we finally got through!! Turns out to get in the paddock
you had to take a side road and come in the back gate - we weren't the only ones to make that mistake
though so extra signs were put up after a few more nearly got stuck!
The boys started setting up camp - I had just enough time to let Haydon have a drink and some hay when it
was time to head to pre ride vetting. I wasn't going to make the mistake this time of having to do everything
in a rush!!!
I wandered past my friend Margo's camp and she and her horse GC (Gold Claim - another Standardbred)
joined us for pre ride vetting. Haydon was so calm this time around - he was like a different horse - so very
proud of him! He vetted through like a star - heart rate 31; respiration 10; temperature 36.7 C. All As and 1s
and a 3 for body score (gone from fat to fit - woohoo!) I was a bit confused with 'muscle tone' as being a 3
but realised that in the Endurance books this is where the body score goes, in the novice books the body
score is on the top right of the page. And given it wasn't filled out at the end - I think I may be right in that
this was the body score and not the muscle tone score. I compared it with a few others and all had the
same result.
All set and ready to go for a 1pm start - and it was only 11:00am! Back to camp for Haydon to chill out which he did in fine form! Even lay down in the sun for a bit - something he has never done away from
home before! It gave me a chance to get organised and I even managed to eat most of a Vegemite
sandwich before I got on!
About 12:30pm I decided it was time to saddle up - I got Haydon out of his yard and tied him to the float
(something I was never game to do before because I was worried he would hurt himself). As I was grabbing
my gear Dylan asked if I wanted some of his 'special lemonade'. It was scotch and lemonade - I took a good
swig. Saddled up with little fuss, got the step ladder out and up I got still with plenty of time.
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(Continued from page 43)

I walked Haydon over to Margo's camp while she finished saddling up and then we were off to the
mustering area. It was a straight 10km out and back on a sunny and warm afternoon. We let the bulk of
the group go and walked off at the end of the pack out the gate and down the dirt road. Haydon was in his
dawdle mode just enjoying the countryside - he tends to tip toe over the rocky ground which can be quite
funny for a big horse. To someone else he probably looks lame but I knew he was just being careful.
It wasn't long what with the flat track that people started trotting and cantering off - GC likes to 'run' so we
decided to try a bit of a trot. GC was off but Haydon was like 'nah, just happy to plod'. Got him going nicely
a few times and then we were coming up to the photographer Jo Arblaster of Animal Focus (she always
takes great photos) - and of course Haydon chose this moment to trip. Despite this we still got some great
photos!
We continued along the track, through some properties and along dirt roads. We were walking along the
side of a road and came to a ditch - Haydon normally just walks through a ditch and he bent his head to
sniff the ground (as he does) so I leaned back a bit to help him go down - what does he do? Jumps the
ditch and I nearly came off the back. I'm pretty sure I may have jabbed him a bit in the mouth which I felt
really bad about.
We continued along the tracks and next thing I knew Margo and GC were off at a canter - Haydon hasn't
really cantered with a rider before so it was a few strides canter, then pace, then disunited, then trot - then
ask for canter, pace, disunite, trot etc. The other horses went around a bend and he couldn't see them - I
was making him walk across a concrete section and he just stopped dead and started whinnying out. I
deepened my voice and growled 'get up' which snapped him out of his panic and we were off trotting
again. We eventually caught up to Margo and GC again who were now riding with Pat Glover and his
horse Cas Bar Link. We kept walking along and did a few stretches of trot - getting closer to the 10km
mark and the checkpoint. We passed some people going the other way. Haydon was drinking out of
puddles which was great as it was quite warm in the sun.
We got to the checkpoint - there was water for the horses and hay, as well as water and lollies for the
riders. It was nice to have a break and chat for a bit - then we were on our way again. We were trotting
along when a couple of riders came cantering past - Margo couldn't hold on to GC and they were off - Pat
was off too so Haydon thought 'bugger this I'm not getting left behind!' We did fast trot, canter and I
couldn't pull him up (we were on the grass at the edge of the road) and as we were approaching a rather
large ditch that was filled with water I had visions of ending up head first in it or off the back as he jumped!
Thank goodness the others stopped up ahead and Haydon finally got back to a walk. I composed myself
and we continued on - stopping at a dam to let the horses have a drink. Haydon had other ideas though went in up to his belly and started splashing!! It was hysterical but rather than push my luck, we got out
before he decided he wanted to roll.
We followed the same track back - Haydon even got some nice canters going - lots of trotting too. We
were coming up a slope where Jo Arblaster was again taking photos. Margo and Pat cantered off and
before I knew it Haydon gave an exuberant buck to chase the other horses! I still don't know how I stayed
on (thank goodness for a decent saddle)! I yelled out for Margo who slowed down and thankfully Haydon
came back to me. It was just trotting from then on - Margo asked Jo if she got a photo of the buck (which
she didn't) and asked me if I wanted to do it again - no thanks, I'll pass!!!
Thankfully the rest of the ride was uneventful - by the end Haydon was tired. GC finished at a canter and
we just walked home with Pat. A respectable 2hrs and 34 minutes!!! Nearly an hour off my last ride! Really
it was a bit much for both of us but we survived! We were a fair way from the vet ring so got back to camp,
strapped and were ready to vet within 15 minutes. We strolled over to wait our turn - heart rate 43 and
respiration 8. And a good trot out - all As - so proud of us.
Haydon was pretty quiet through the night until the 80km and 40km riders left - then he was whinnying out
and doing little rears in his yard. When he could see some of the other horses he was fine. And we got a
nice bottle of Mudgee Wine for the 'Standardbred Award' which was a lovely surprise!
Karen Hocking
Member 107726
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Marshmallow Information for Horse Owners
By Dr. John Kohnke BVSc RDA and Ms. Georgia Leva BSc (Zoology)
Malva parviflora, known as small flowered mallow or
marshmallow is a naturalised, invasive weed of crops
and pastures. It is often found around the fence lines of
yards where it flourishes in the organic matter from
manure and moisture around the perimeter. It has a
deep tap root which enables it to persist as a perennial
weed and emerge quickly with succulent leaves after
rain. Small flowered mallow has been implicated as the
cause of poisoning cases in horses, sheep and cattle.
The incidence is rare as the plants are usually
unpalatable with young animals most at risk of
poisoning from small-flowered mallow. The specific
toxin that causes poisoning in the plant is still unknown.

Small flowered mallow is an upright or sprawling annual
weed that grows to 50 cm in height. The leaves are
alternately arranged along the stem and they may be
covered in sparse hairs. The rounded leaves are
lobulated and they can grow up to 8 – 10 cm in
diameter in mature plants. The plant flowers in spring,
with mauve, pink or white clustered flowers. The
flowers have 5 petals and are surrounded by a cupshape structure. The small seeds less than 2 mm
diameter are not crushed by a horse’s teeth and 90 %
of the seeds can be passed viable in the droppings for
up to 13 days after ingestion.
Signs of small flowered mallow poisoning include; profuse sweating, rapid breathing, incoordination and
muscle tremors. Some horses develop mild diarrhoea because of its laxative effect. The symptoms worsen
when the animal is forced to move or is put under stress. If only a small amount is ingested, most animals
are able recover when rested and access to small
flowered mallow is restricted. Veterinary attention should
be sought if small flowered mallow poisoning is suspected
in a horse. Treatment and supportive care may help with
recovery.
During rapid growth and under certain environmental
conditions, such as warm sunny days and freezing nights,
small flowered mallow can accumulate fructan sugars and
it can be a risk for laminitis in susceptible horses. There
have been veterinary reports in Australia of horses
developing severe, acute laminitis after ingestion of the
weed. Hungry, bored horses might consume large
quantities of the weed, especially if environmental
conditions have made the normally unpalatable plant
particularly ‘sweet’. The fructan sugars are not digested in
the small intestine and are overloaded into the hind gut to
ferment to D-lactic acid, leading to hindgut lining damage and toxin uptake.
Avoid grazing horses on pastures infested with small flowered mallow. Individual plants can be pulled out by
hand or spot sprayed with herbicide. The use of herbicides can be an effective control measure for larger
infestations. Seek advice from a local agronomist or weed management agency to select the most
appropriate herbicide and spray program for your property. The plant is very hard to control once is has
matured, so early control soon after the plant has first emerged is important. It is best to remove horses
from areas where marshmallow has been sprayed, and if the small flowered mallow plants are pulled out by
hand they should not be left in the paddock. A good way to control small flowered mallow is to establish and
maintain good ground cover of pasture and to keep fence lines and yards free of weeds.
References: Bauguier J et al. (2017) Evidence for marsh mallow (Malva parviflora) toxicosis causing
myocardial disease and myopathy in four horses. Equine Vet J 49(3) 307-313
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Selection of photos by Bridget Maher from The
Rock endurance ride.

The Rock

Rider 47—Steffanie Ulrich riding Oso Desperado
Rider 49—Chloe Hayden riding Oso Dizzy
Rider 62—Kylie Jonkers riding Girilambone Seedy Bub
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Roseberg

Brian Swan riding Kybeyan Green with Kristy Maxwell riding Toprail Mahogany, both successful in the 42
kms ride.
Garry Weis riding JRK Cobra successful in the Intermediate ride.
Margo Bailey riding Jubilee Callisto, successful in the social ride. Animal Focus photography
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These are the current TPR’s who have TPR’d from 1/1/17 to 1/6/19.
Please remember to retain currency you are required to TPR at one ride per
year. A lapsed TPR can be reaccredited by a Chief Steward who will
ascertain that the TPR is up to
date with AERA rules and is able to take the heart rate and respiration
correctly. If the CS
is satisfied that the TPR is up to date, the CS will make a note of the TPR’s
name in the CS report and mark it passed.
Please ensure your name is on the CS Ride Report. When you have
accumulated 20 full
days of TPRing you are issued with your own vest, stethoscope and
thermometer.
Please contact Belinda for TPR’s in your area to assist at your ride.
Any queries contact Belinda Hopley.

P – Prov TPR

Arblaster

Jo

Holdsworth

Sonia

Norton

Gertraud

Blessing

Anthony

Holdsworth

Peter

Owen

Rick

Blunt

Justine

Hopley

Belinda CS

Pankhurst

Georgina

Bonham

Peter CS

Howden

Robert

Pearce

Barbara

Broadbent

Steve

Howe

John CS

Pearce

Gillian

Carter

Bruce

Jones

Wendy

Powell

Rhys

Casey

Karen P

Jones

Allix

Reid

Claudia

Coleman

Phil CS

Jonkers

Linda

Reinhold

Bindi

Circosta

Karla P

Kelly

Peter CS

Rich

Helen

Crane

Jennie

Knight

Lindsay

Robinson

Eric

Dastani

Alam P

Layton

Carol

Ryan

Roz

Dickinson

Patricia

Locke

Bob CS

Sandford

Ken

Dunmill

Mark

Locke

Marylou CS

Seagrim

Neil

Faccini

Vetea P

Manderson

Sooz

Smith

Gordon

Fisher

Haydn CS

Martin

Louise

Spackman

Tammie

Fleming

Claire

Matters

Malcolm

Stevens

Kim

Fletcher

Julie

Merceica

Paul

Sumpner

Shirley P

Gardiner

Johanne

McLaughlin

Duncan

Taylor

Michael

Gauci

Charlie

Mills

Gloria

Thomas

Garry

Giddings

Barb

Milne

Christine

Todd

Sue

Gossip

Robyn

Milne

John

Turnbull

Christine

Grelk

Peter

Monahan

Bronwyn

Turnbull

Ralph

Heggarty

Wayne

Moore

Greg

Wade

Martin

Hickey

Wayne

Nelson

Janette

Walker

Tina

Hill

Anne

Newman

April P

Woods

Sophie
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Notice

Dogs must be restrained at all times.
Due to dogs being found running loose in increasing numbers at
endurance events, it has been resolved that riders
are to be disqualified, if their own dog or a dog
belonging to their camp is found not to be
restrained at all times during the full duration of an
endurance event, i.e. from the opening of the ride
base to participants until its closure.
All chief stewards have been instructed to take
action, enforce this rule and report offenders. A ‘no dogs’ policy may be
introduced, if offences against this rule continue to occur.
NSW ERA Management Committee

Provisional Accredited Vet List, (Accreditation in Progress)
Lauren Fletcher

Clarencetown

0447 690 788

Amy Lovett

Picton

0403 664 673

Sarah Hartley

Singleton

0414 727 212

NOT ACCREDITED but willing to help
Rachel Bailey

Sth Berry

4447 8172

Claire Dennis

Wagga Wagga

0427 003 031

Elizabeth Gale

Taree

6552 2633

Tamaryn Grimmer

Barraba

0418 269 769

Alix Haig

Dubbo

0428 142 602

Michael Healy

0424 579 245

Lisa Ryan

Sydney

0400 104 051

Lara Viney

Kundabung

0402 187 040

Nikki Hui

Tamworth

6766 3088

Chelsea Kramer

Coffs Harbour

(W) 6652 3455

Amy Little

ACT

0418 458 982

Peter Launders

Cowra

6341 3113

Fax: 6342 1795

Peter Prendergast

Collaroy

9971 8487

Fax: 9971 6708

Tom Pritchard

0420 780 948

0413 447 370

Kelly Seres

Cowra

6341 3113

Hazel Steven

Wyong Ck

0427 299 935

Fax: 6342 1795

Megan Vetter
Alexandra Meier

Dubbo
Corlette

0400 678 183
alexandrameier@outlook.com
Mobile: 0423 197 503
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NSW ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION INC.
RIDE BOOKING
PROCEDURES
1.

A ride must be booked a minimum of three months prior to the proposed date for the ride.
This requirement may only be waived with the consent of the State Management Committee
(SMC) under exceptional circumstances.

2.

Ride booking forms will be considered in the order in which they are received (including FEI).

3.

When forwarded to the Secretariat the ride booking form must contain;
(a) an alternative date,
(b) have appropriate contact details,
(c) be signed by a member of the ride organising committee,
(d)

Indicate if there are to be any horse health requirements enforced on the ride (please
see rules 14.1 and 16.5 AERA rules – amendments to AERA Rulebook applicable
01/01/2018).

Incorrectly filled forms will be sent back and may hold up approval.
4.

There will only be one Endurance Event scheduled for each weekend.

5.

The NSW SMC will have the right to approve or refuse a ride application in the overall best
interests of the NSWERA membership. Alternate dates to be advised to Ride Committee.

6.

Priority in allocating dates will be given to ride organisers with an established endurance ride
event to maintain that event; alternate dates will be advised by the NSWERA SMC.

7.

Rides must have approval from the NSWERA SMC before the ride is advertised
ANYWHERE, this includes rides being conducted to replace cancelled rides.

8.

Any changes to an already approved ride, e.g. distance changes, additional rides; must have
an amended ride booking form submitted to the NSWERA SMC for re-approval and cannot
be advertised until reapproved.

9.

The ride booking form will indicate the ride committee’s request for their ride to be dual
affiliated with another State.

10.

The ride organiser will receive confirmation of approval, or non-approval, by the ride
calendar portfolio owner in writing as soon as practicable.

11.

Correspondence will be forwarded to ride committees one month prior to their ride
requesting confirmation of the ride’s Head Vet, Treatment Vet and Accredited Chief Steward;
as well as the ride entry fees.
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Logbook & Identification Procedures
A horse is a novice for a minimum of 90 days from the date on which it
successfully completes its first affiliated endurance ride and may only attempt four
rides during this period, ie if a horse successfully completes its first ride on 1st
July, it cannot upgrade to endurance status until after 28th September and may
only enter four rides during this period. There is no limit on the time it takes to
reach endurance status. Your horse can be a novice for as many months (or
years) as you like.
When your horse has successfully completed 240 kms of affiliated endurance (not
training) rides, it can be upgraded from novice (blue log book) to endurance
(yellow log book) status.
Ensure the brands are clear. If not, have the horse re-branded or microchipped
(Refer to rule H5.2(a) - (b) ) and H5.3).
Have a vet complete the horse identification form (written description and
diagrams) and sign it. Identification and microchipping can be done at most rides,
but it is advisable to check with the ride secretary beforehand.
Complete the logbook application form and attach I.D. form, novice horse logbook
and the appropriate fee.
Please allow 10 working days from date of posting for return.
It is essential to retain a copy of the I.D. form and perhaps have it laminated for the
future.
PLEASE NOTE An Endurance Horse Logbook will not be issued unless a signed
Veterinary Identification Form is enclosed with the application. The I.D. in the
novice log book is NOT acceptable.
If there is anything that you are unsure of, please do not hesitate to phone me.

Jacky Barlow,
NSW Endurance Riders Association
(02) 4938 0081
109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSN. INC.
Application for Registration of a Current Endurance Horse

Horse registration fees for 2016. Lifetime registration fee is $60, payable when the horse qualifies from
Novice to Endurance horse, or a yearly fee of $25 per horse per year. This should be paid with your
membership renewal for 2016. Any endurance horses not registered in 2016 will not be allowed to compete.
A label will be placed inside back cover of the Logbook. To apply for your labels, please complete the
following details and forward with your payment to:

THE REGISTRAR, .109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323

Owners Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________Postcode: ___________
Membership Number: ________________________

Name of Horse

AERA No.

Annual Fee
($60 lifetime or
$25 per year)

To assist in maintaining our records, please advise of any horse that has a yellow
Logbook that is no longer competing for any reason.

Name of Horse
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AERA No.

Reason

AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR DISTANCE SCROLL

Applicant name:
Postal address:

Postcode:

Email address:

Telephone:

I wish to apply for a …………….km scroll for the horse listed below, I have enclosed the appropriate fee
(if applicable)
Horse Details
Name of Horse:
Other horse names that may have been used:
Log Book No:

Sex:

Date of Birth:

Breed:

S

M

G

(please circle)

Breed Registration No:
Sire:
Dam:
Breeder:
Owner:
Scrolls are available as follows:

300km

$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 300km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division or has successfully completed the Quilty in under 15
hours.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------800km
$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 800km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1600km
Free on behalf of AERA
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 1600km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 3000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 5000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AERA Certificates of Merit are presented at 1500km intervals over and above 5000km (6500km, 8000km,
9500km etc). Send your completed forms (plus any applicable fee) to the AERA Registrar:
Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Requests for Scrolls 3,000km and above to be presented at the Tom Quilty Gold Cup in WA must be
received by the Registrar well before the event is to take place.
Notes:
(1) Unaffiliated and training rides are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR LIFETIME RIDER DISTANCE SCROLL

The AERA is pleased to announce a Lifetime Distance recognition award for riders who achieve
significant distances during their endurance careers. The awards will be presented annually as
part of the AERA annual awards presented at each Tom Quilty.
The first level of recognition shall be 10,000kms with subsequent recognition at 5,000km intervals.

APPLICANTS DETAILS
Name:
Membership No:

Telephone:

Postal Address:
Email Address:

DETAILS OF RIDER INFORMATION
Riders Full Name:
Previous name e.g. Maiden name
Current Membership No:
DOB:

/

/

Previous Membership No:
SEX:

Male

Female

First year of competition:

DISTANCE APPLYING FOR:
10,000km

15,000km

20,000km

25,000km

30,000km

NOTES FOR REGISTRAR (IF REQUIRED):

Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Notes:
(1)
Unaffiliated, introductory, training rides and mini marathons are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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35,000km

Ride Secretaries
Annette Bailey
Mobile: 0429 326 245
Email: acabailey@bigpond.com
Bullio Cup

Pam Karner
Mobile: 0457 866 222
Email: drpamkarner@gmail.com
Upper Corindi

Sonia Bonham
“Tarralea”
Armatree NSW 2828
Phone: (02) 6848 5345
Email: gavinandsonia@bigpond.com
Tooraweenah

Amanda Kettlewell
Mobile: 0428 849 720
Email: aejkettlewell@bigpond.com
Table Top

Jo Davis
0433 576 354
woodstock.nswera@gmail.com
Woodstock

Col Lewis
Mobile: 0415 453 434
Email: bricouma1@bigpond.com.au
The Rock
Helen Lindsay
PO Box 440,
Cowra NSW 2794
Phone: (02) 63429289
Email: kintamaniarabs@bigpond.com
Lachlan ERC

Ian Dreghorn
46 Barcoo Street Roseville 2069
Mobile: 0427 456 436
Email: ian.dreghorn@gmail.com
Zone 1 & Q60

Trish Mackay
Phone: 0466 575 824
Email: pmackay54@bigpond.com
Glen Innes

Clare Feary
Mobile: 0413 341 270
Email: fearyclare@gmail.com
Wandandian
Gail Fisher
Mobile: 0427 537 636
Phone: (02) 6373 3932
Email: kailaniarabians@yahoo.com.au
Mudgee
Fia Hasko-Stewart
1 Maria Place
Lyons, ACT 2606
Phone: (02) 6289 7348
Email: Fia.Cumming@health.gov.au
Scenic City
Rebecca Hogan
"Tayen" Vinicombes Road
WINGELLO NSW 2579
Mobile: 0412 600 173
Email: bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au
Wingello

Lizzie Moir
Mobile 0409 058 733
Email: emoir7@hotmail.com
Bago Bush Bash
Rick Owen
“Idylway” Tarrabandra Road
Gundagai NSW 2722
Phone: (02) 6944 1628
Gundagai
Sonya Ruprecht
17473 Pacific Hwy
Ghinni Ghinni NSW 2430
Phone: (02) 6553 9523
Mobile: 0409 539 523
Email: dsruprecht@westnet.com.au
Kundabung
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Ride Secretaries
Jenny Shepheard
P.O.Box 578
Batemans Bay NSW 2536
Phone: 02 44781089
Email: currowan@hotmail.com
Currowan

Matthew Walker
Phone: 0408 468 622
Email: thirlmerevet@bigpond.com
Bunnigalore
Kathy Ward
Secretary Richmond Rivers Endurance Riders
Club
40 Lennox Street
Casino NSW 2470
Mobile: 0403 748 915
Email: kath9178@gmail.com
New Italy

Ruth Sumpner

Post- PO Box 53
Tinonee 2430
Mobile - 0403015722
Email - kiwarrakride@gmail.com

Kiwarrak Cup

Kim Stephens
Phone: 0488 473 701
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com
Tumut Easter Carnival
Mette Sutton
2 Cox Street
Mudgee NSW 2850
(02) 6372 4960 (ah)
Mobile: 0400 308 626
Email: mette.sutton@bigpond.com
Mudgee ERC

Brianna Webb
312 Cedar Ridge Rd
Kurrajong NSW 2758
Email: Brianna.k.webb@hotmail.com
Mobile: 0420 361 348
Zone One—Mt Lagoon
Jacque Wright

Mobile: 0423 733 456
jacquelwright@gmail.com
Burraga

Sue Todd
285 The Gullies Road
Glen Davis NSW 2846
Phone: (02) 6379 7218
Email: suetodd@activ8.net.au
Shahzada

TPR Notice
All TPR's are now accredited for life, regardless of when you qualified. All the known
TPR's are being put on the NSWERA website (Horse Welfare, TPR) and
AERAspace. If you are qualified and you go to a ride to TPR and you are not on the
list, the CS at that ride will check your abilities and knowledge of the current rules
and will re-accredit you on the spot. Your name is then added to this list. If you are
not on this list, then please contact Belinda Hopley.
NSW Committee
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Register of Chief Stewards
1/12/19 Chief Steward Register:
Peter Bonham – “Clancy” Tooraweenah, NSW 2831. 6825 4330 –
Email: clancytoor@ipstar.com
Neil Clarkson – 261 Kain’s Flat Rd, Kain’s Flat. NSW 2850. 0427 258 291 Email: neilc5244@gmail.com
Phil Coleman – 143A Ryans Rd, Lake Innes, NSW 2446. 0409 248 852–
Email: philcoleman143@gmail.com
Louise Counsell – Lot 190 Princes H’Way, Bendandah, NSW 2536. 4478 6288 Email: louisec@live.com.au
Haydn Fisher – 74 Walsh Rd, Budgee Budgee, NSW 2850. 0428 324 449 Email: haydgail@outlook.com
Belinda Hopley – 63 Walga Close, Carwoola, NSW 2620. 6238 2293 Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au
Peter Kelly – PO Box 7, Kendall, NSW 2439. 65594172 Email: carolyn.kelly@activ8.net.au
Renee Kirk - 266 Westbrook Rd, Westbrook, NSW. 2330
Email: jrkendurance@yahoo.com

0419 467162

Bob Locke - 291 Crowther Drive, Kundabung, NSW 2441. 0417 687 630 Email: bmll@bigpond.com
Marylou Locke - 0402 862 979 - Email: maryloulocke@bigpond.com
Tom McCormack – 273 Yass River Road, Yass, NSW 2582. 0409 948 639Email: admin@selxnsw.com.au
Sean Pollard - 730 Beechwood Rd, Beechwood, 2446. 0439 905 942 Email: seanpollard@y7mail.com
Tony Warren – 13 Herbert St, Kemps Ck, NSW 2178. 0412 960 600 –
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Courses: Please contact the NSWERA CS/TPR Registrar if you wish to start the process to be a Chief
Steward.
Please ensure that all the Veterinarians and TPR's (and yourself) are entered on the Volunteers list for
insurance purposes and the CS Ride report. If the TPR is a current Associate Member, please explain to
them that they are entitled to free Associate Membership as a working TPR and may apply for a refund if a
membership fee has been paid.
NSWERA gives our Chief Stewards their own CS vest when they have Chief Stewarded at 15 rides, and
the TPR’s receive their own vest, stethoscope and thermometer when they have completed 20 days as an
accredited TPR.
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NSW Veterinary List—As at April 2016
Address

Email

Phone

Nadine Allan

Gilgandra

nadine@gilvets.com.au

6847 1129

Simon Bain

Yass

bainslie55@bigpond.com

0400 462 656

David Brown

Kiama

collinsstvet@gmail.com

4233 1781

Emma Davis

Yass

myveterinarycareer@tgmail.com

0411 249 729

Chris Dowey

St Mary’s

cldowey@gmail.com

9623 3970

Darien Feary

Sydney

darien.feary@sydney.edu.au

0458 299 561

glover.heather.m@gmail.com

0409 826 423

Heather Glover

Mudgee

Kym Hagon

Manilla

kymhagon@hotmail.com

Karim Kooros

Bowral

retvet@bigpond.com

Glynis Kuipers

Sth Nowra

office@southcoastvet.com.au

6785 1955
0429 821 315
4861 1166
4862 1740f
0412 319 110

Georgia Ladmore

gel311@hotmail.com

0423 359 527

Jess Liddiard

jessicaliddiard23@gmail.com

0433 201 198

nicole_mace_@hotmail.com

0408 117 560

Nicole Mace

South Coast

Nathan Noble

Adelong

Adrian Owen

Wingham

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Tony Parker

Luddenham

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Louisa Poutsma

Sth Grafton

louisa@mobivet.com.au

0411 716 932

Steve Roberts

Gundaroo

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Bruno Ros

Tuncester

bruno@neequinevets.com.au

0427 293 227

Georgiana Sheridan

P O Box 410,
Church Point
HEVC
Clarendon

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

striderjet@yahoo.com

0409 280 528

Sarah Van Dyke

Canberra

slvandyk@hotmail.com

0405 751 817

Matthew Walker

Thirlmere Vet Clinic
Thirlmere

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f
0424 959 115

Emily Streckfuss

0428 446 317

Charles Webb

Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
Natasha Webb
Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
These vets need to do a ride as a line vet before being a Head Vet,

0424 959 115

Tori Locke

Sydney

vlocke@randwickequine.com.au

0429 399 936

Robyn Mather

Medowie

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

John Parbery

HEVC Clarendon

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676
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Dr Robyn Mather

26A Lakeside Tce
Medowie 2318

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

Dr Adrian Owen

82 Combined Street
Wingham 2429

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Dr Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head 2440

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676

Dr John Parbery

226 Hawkesbury Valley
Way, Clarendon, NSW
2756
Ebenezer 2756

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Dr Ross Pedrana

27 Cobra St
Dubbo 2830

rosspedrana@rpvs.com.au

6884 9777

Dr Steve Roberts

"Bendy Creek" Noyes
Lane, Gundaroo 2620

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Dr Jim Roger

Jerry's Plains Veterinary
Clinic
10 Pagan St Jerry's
Plains NSW 2330

jimvet@ozemail.com.au

0412 521848
4576 4162

Dr Jantein Saltet

PO Box 674
Young 2594

hilltopsequine@bigpond.com

0429 991 665

Dr Georgiana
Sheridan

P O Box 410
Church Point 2105

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

Dr Daniel Sims

Adelaide Hills Equine
Clinic,
Crn Main Rd and River
Rd, Hahndorf, SA 5245

clinic@hillsequine.com.au

0437 322 093
BH: 08-8388
7489

Dr Albert Sole-Guitart

705 Montpelier Drive,
The Oaks, NSW 2750

uvthc-reception@sydney.edu.au

0409 662 002

Dr Andrew Speer

Greencross South Tamworth Vet Clinic
88 Duri Rd
Tamworth 2340

andrewspeer@greencross.com

6765 4244
6765 4338f

Dr Emily Streckfuss

HEVC
226 Hawkesbury Valley
Way, Clarendon

striderjet@yahoo.com

Dr Chris Stott

25 King St, Berry 2523

cstott89@gmail.com

0402 660 492

Dr Aleona Swegen

68 Lindsay St, Hamilton,
NSW 2308

aleonaswegen@gmail.com

0405 168 727

Dr Matthew Walker

Thirlmere Vet Clinic
25 Oaks Road
Thirlmere 2572

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f

Dr Natasha Webb

Webb Equine Services
Canberra

info@webbequinevets.com.au

0424 959115

Dr Tony Parker

For non accredited vets
who are willing to help out at rides,
please see page 60
of this publication.
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Newsletter advertising
Deadlines for the newsletter will be the 10th day of every even month, February, April,
June, August, October and December UNLESS otherwise stated.
Remember to get your Ride Previews and Ride Reviews in as early as possible.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
It is preferable for Newsletter content to be emailed in Rich Text format, as a Word
document or inside an email. Photos should be high resolution .jpg files, no larger than
3MB. Photo's sent via mail will be scanned and returned if a self-addressed, stamped
envelope is supplied.
You should always check to make sure that any emailed material has actually been
received by the editor.
Advertisements will not be published unless they are accompanied by an appropriate
cheque made out to the NSW ERA. Long term display advertisers can be invoiced by the
NSW ERA. For more information please contact the editor.
Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
One Issue

Two Issues

Full year

Full page

$110

$198

$550

Half page

$66.00

$120

$275

Quarter page

$33

$66

$154

Inside front cover

$132

$220

$660

Inside back cover

$132

$220

$660

Outside back cover

$142

Inserts

$125 + P&H

CLASSIFIED
Members

$5.50*

Non-members

$11.00*

Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
Additional words $5.50 for 10 or part thereof.
Send Letters to the Editor to:
Helen Rich, Post Office Box 7197, Wilberforce NSW 2756
Phone: (02) 4576 3388
Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com
At the discretion of the Editor, these letters may be forwarded to the NSW ERA committee
for approval prior to publication.
Please send all correspondence addressed to Helen Rich as above.
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NSW State Management Committee

Executive
Tony Warren

President

Mobile: 0412 960 600
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Kerry FowlerSmith
Kim Stephens

Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants

Mobile 0412 014430
Email: secretary@nswera.asn.au

Treasurer, Zone 4 Delegate

Mobile: 0488 473 701 Home: 69 472951
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com

Noni Seagrim

Vice President, AERA,
Facebook, Website

(02) 6236 2129 (best) and mobile 0499 777 912
Email : nseagrim@hotmail.com

Jo Davis

Ride Calendar, Website

Mobile: 0433 576 354
Email: jo.davis@westnet.com.au

Peter Bice

Governance, Ride Standards
& Feedback, Child Protection

Mobile: 0418 275 675 Home: (02) 4566 4758
Email: peterbice@bigpond.com

Matthew Walker

Horse Welfare, EWS, Vet
Liaison, Biosecurity

Mobile: 0408 468 622
Email: matthewphwalker@gmail.com

Belinda Hopley

Chief Steward and TPRs,
Grants

Phone: (02)6238 2293
Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au

Jacque Wright

Promotions, Website,
Merchandise

Mobile: 0423 733 456
Email: jacquelwright@gmail.com

Alamdar Dastani

International

Mobile: 0488 777 921
Email: alamdardastani@hotmail.com

Kylie Jonkers

International

Mobile: 0418 555 499
Email: kyannelimos@hotmail.com

Non Executive

Zone Delegates
Faith Robinson

Zone 1 Delegate

Mobile 0418 220 927
Email: faithbob@me.com

John Howe

Zone 2 Delegate,
Newsletter

Phone: (02) 6373 7750 Mobile 04017 12138
Email: greengully2005@yahoo.com.au

April Newman

Zone 5—Delegate
Promotions

Email: tangaran1021@yahoo.com.au

Ruth Sumpner

Zone 6 Delegate

Email: sumpnerr@gmail.com

Non Committee Personnel
NSW Secretariat
Newsletter Editor

Jacky Barlow, 109 Sandy Creek Road, Mt Vincent NSW 2323
Phone (02) 4938 0081. Email: secretariat@nswera.asn.au
Helen Rich, PO Box 7197 Wilberforce NSW 2756
Mobile 0428 763 388 Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com

Track Preservation

Fiona Meller, Phone: (02) 4576 1344
Email: effandee@iprimus.com.au. And Charlie Gauci

AERA Secretary

Kim Moir, 192 Percival Road, Chatsworth, 4570 Queensland
Telephone (07) 5481 6370 Mobile: 0476 166 903 International +61
Email: kktkmoir@bigpond.com

NSW ERA Website: www.nswera.asn.au

AERA: www.aera.asn.au
Endurance World: www.enduranceworld.net

